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Bayesian networks (BNs) are compact, powerful representations of probabilistic knowledge well suited to applications of reasoning under uncertainty in medical domains. Traditional development of BN topology requires that modeling experts establish relevant dependency links between domain concepts by searching and translating published literature, querying domain experts, or applying machine learning algorithms on data. For initial network development, these methods are time-intensive, and this cost hinders the growth of BN applications in medical decision making. In addition, they result in networks with inconsistent and incompatible topologies, and these characteristics make it difficult for researchers to update old BNs with new knowledge, to merge BNs that share concepts, or to explore the space of possible BN models in any simple intuitive way.

My research alleviates the challenges surrounding BN modeling by leveraging a hub and spoke system for BN construction. I implement the hub and spoke system by developing 1) an ontology of knowledge in radiation oncology (the hub) which includes dependency semantics similar to BN relations and 2) a software tool that operates on ontological semantics using deductive reasoning to create BN topologies. I demonstrate that network topologies built using my software are terminologically consistent and topologically compatible by updating a BN model for prostate cancer prediction with new knowledge, exploring the space of other dependent concepts surrounding prostate cancer radiotherapy, and merging the updated BN
with a different prostate cancer BN containing cross terms with the original model. I also produce a BN to aid in error detection in radiation oncology, showing the extent to which Bayes nets are clinically impactful. Moreover, I show that the methodology developed in this research is applicable to medical domains outside radiation oncology by extracting a BN from a description logic version of the Disease Ontology.

By translating medical domain literature into ontological formalisms and developing a software tool to operate on those formalisms, I establish a novel, feasible, and useful methodology that advances and improves the creation of clinically viable Bayesian network models. In sum, my research represents a foundational component of a larger framework of automation and innovation that contributes to further application of BNs in medical decision support roles.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background and motivation

Bayesian networks (BNs) are compact and powerful representations of probabilistic knowledge. As such, BNs are particularly well suited to applications of reasoning under uncertainty in medical domains. However, there are challenges in the initial development of viable networks and challenges with updating and combining existing networks. Much of this dissertation research is therefore motivated by the desire to reduce the effort required to construct useful networks, and to increase the compatibility and consistency among network models in clinical medicine.

The domain focus of my research is radiation oncology. Radiation oncology (radonc) is a medical sub-specialty concerned with treating cancer by application of high energy radiation. Like many areas of medicine, it is host to a variety of uncertainty and contains a myriad of complex decision making points. Chapter 2 provides an overview of Bayesian formalism and a historical context of BN applications both in medicine generally and in radiation oncology specifically. In the following sections I present some examples from radonc which show the specific challenges mentioned above in more detail, and the solution approach I take to alleviate those challenges.

1.1.1 Bayes net development challenges

The largest barrier to employing Bayes nets more widely in clinical medicine is both the time and effort it takes to initially create such networks and the follow-on effort to keep them updated and useful. For complicated networks with many variables, the time required by domain experts to create an initial network is often prohibitive. There are two main
reasons for the difficulty; 1) developing an appropriate topology and 2) completing joint probability tables for that topology in order to make the network meaningful and computable. Topology development amounts to establishing the influence (or dependency) of one or more variables on another. For example, deciding that “fever” and “cough” depend on “disease”, where there can be many states of disease and many states of symptoms. This network of dependency must be proclaimed in node-arc-node relations and evaluated by independent experts for some measure of accuracy.

Instead of relying on domain experts, one can apply machine learning (ML) methods to learn the network topology, but the computational effort to discover network topology is also time intensive [1, 2, 3]. It has been proven that ML methods for learning network topology is an NP-hard problem [4, 5]. Even with high complexity, computational methods can reduce initial topology generation time, that is, although somewhat costly, the algorithm still finds reasonable topologies in much less time than hand-construction. However, there is no guarantee that resulting topologies will contain meaningful dependency relationships among concepts, and thus domain experts are still required to vet the outcomes of the learning algorithms. If the network does not seem viable to experts, the ML learning process must then be repeated with additional constraints.

Creating conditional probability tables (CPTs) can also be challenging, even when the topology is known. In probability theory, the conditional probability table gives the probability distribution of one variable with respect to another when the other is known. There can be one or even several independent parent variables. For each instantiation of a parent variable, a different distribution for the child variable is required. Thus, the number of probability distributions required to populate a conditional probability table in a Bayesian network grows exponentially with the number of parent-nodes associated with that table. Obtaining probability information by querying human experts for every possible case quickly becomes cost prohibitive for anything more than the simplest of networks.

Bayesian networks are also models which make statements about the causality between domain concepts. The way various models make statements about the world suffer from the
“Tower of Babel” problem in that they often use different terminologies to describe the same concepts. This results in inconsistency and a lack of compatibility among models. With inconsistency comes confusion about whether or not separate models in the same domain are describing relationships among the same concepts. Effort is required to investigate this question, and it is not known a priori if an answer exists. Incompatibility arises when models describe the same concepts with different causal relationships. This prevents model sharing and integration, and makes computation on model knowledge challenging.

1.1.2 Model inconsistency

Examples of the model inconsistency problem (mismatched terminology) can be readily found in biomedical literature. Meyer et al. and Smith et al. both published Bayesian networks designed to compute probabilities about aspects of prostate radiotherapy [6, 7]. Each network has a different design and overall goal, but both share many of the same knowledge components. This is known because the conditional probability tables for those knowledge components were derived from the same knowledge source, a publication by Horowitz et al. in 2001 [8]. Discovering the shared knowledge source requires critical inspection of each manuscript’s text and bibliography in detail. The discovery process is made even more opaque because no naming convention for concept nodes was used—in part because none existed. For example, the nodes “T Stage” in one network and “T class” in the other mean the same thing in both networks. More complicated technical domain terms are less obvious to ascertain. For instance, “ColdVolProstate”, is defined in the text of the Meyer et al. article as follows: “The input to ColdVolProstate was defined as 1 − (D_{99.5}/D_{95})...”, but is not clearly defined at all in Smith et al., where the term used is “PTV Cold Spot”.

The same problem can be found in other studies. Several research groups have built Bayes nets to model various outcomes in lung cancer radiotherapy, given some clinical findings including the Gross Tumor Volume. In three different networks, three different terms are

---

1 This terminological inconsistency occurred across publications in spite of a number of shared co-authors.
used for this common volume: “GTV”, “GTV size”, and “Intumorload” in Oh et al., Jayusara et al., and Dekker et al., respectively [9, 10, 11]. In one of these lung networks, the clinical T-stage is termed “T” while in another “tc” is used. It is likely these are the same T-stage tumor descriptor term as in the prostate networks, but since there is no underlying common knowledge source, that statement must remain an assumption.

1.1.3 Model incompatibility

Contributing to the problem of different terminologies being used is the application of different knowledge sources for network construction. The knowledge sources tapped to make networks often varies between domain expert beliefs, published clinical studies, and machine learned data. Sometimes multiple sources are used. The result of this often leads to incompatibility among network topologies. Network incompatibility is particularly acute when topology is learned strictly from data. For example, Stojadinovic et al. produced a set of networks to predict survival in colon cancer patients by applying machine learning algorithms on a large dataset [12]. The dataset was subsetted based on 12, 24, 26, and 60 month follow up times. The resulting topologies have node-arc-node relations which contain opposite causal directions from each other. In the 12 month network, there is a relation “TNM path M” → “Mortality”, whereas the in the 60 month network the reverse is present: “TNM path M” ← “Mortality”. In other words, one network says a pathology causes mortality, but in the other, mortality causes pathology. The algorithm has found a predictive relation between the two domain concepts, but does not have knowledge of the underlying causal nature of disease.

The consequence of modeling networks in isolation and with differing knowledge sources hinders future researchers’ ability to reuse the networks and effectively build on them. A network model is itself a representation of domain knowledge, and knowledge sharing and reuse cannot effectively be accomplished with inconsistent and/or incompatible knowledge representations.
1.2 Solution approach

Figure 1.1: Graphic schema of hub-spoke system for network subsetting. Hypothetical models 1, 2, and 3 all share the same set of knowledge concepts \{A, B, C, D, E\}. Even though the sub-networks are unique, they remain consistent and compatible.

To ease the initial development of probabilistic models as well as their interoperability and reuse among a medical domain, I propose a hub-spoke system where a centralized, standardized knowledge source becomes the hub for constructing consistent and compatible dependency models. Figure 1.1 shows a simple schematic version of how the hub-spoke system works with network models. Unique networks can be built/extracted from the knowledge base independently while retaining consistent and compatible terminology and knowledge relationships.

In this dissertation, I propose a methodology which transforms states of knowledge from
one form to another using algorithms appropriate for each translation. Figure 1.2 broadly outlines the translational steps. To realize the hub-spoke system, a knowledge base must be built and a software system must be constructed to automate the extraction of networks from the knowledge base in simple, intuitive ways. To make extracted network topologies viable as decision support models, population of the network tables must be performed in a way that limits domain expert time. Because the goal is to extract networks consisting of node-arc-node relations, I choose to use an ontology to formalize the knowledge base. Constructing the ontology is a matter of (manually) translating domain knowledge from peer-reviewed literature and other expert sources into sets of subject-predicate-object relations. This manual translation is the top-most step in Figure 1.2. The closely mirrored semantics of ontology triples and Bayesian networks (node-arc-node $\leftrightarrow$ subject-predicate-object) simplify the construction of the ontology and extraction by software methods while adding transparency to the knowledge base and extraction process. In Chapter 4 I discuss my methods for constructing a dependency layered ontology and the algorithms used for extracting and pruning sub-networks from the ontology. An important contribution of this dissertation is a specialized software system (representing the hub-spoke portion of the solution) that applies deductive reasoning (logic) on the ontology triples to create Bayes nets. This is the Knowledge base $\rightarrow$ Bayes net step of knowledge state translation in Figure 1.2. I detail my development of this specialized software including it’s architecture, design, and features in Chapter 5. The probability tables of extracted network topologies are completed by applying a machine learning algorithm to clinical data sets in the Clinical Data/Bayes net + ML $\rightarrow$ Decision Support step at the bottom right of Figure 1.2. As a part of my work, I show that when a topology is given, using ML methods to compute CPTs from medical data stores is an efficient means of completing probability tables. I describe my specific methods for CPT construction with data extracted from a medical relational database in Chapter 3.

The methodology described in this dissertation represents a novel application of encoding and retrieving medical domain knowledge from ontologies. By encoding the relevant dependency semantics, I form a network of meaningful computable relationships among medical
Figure 1.2: The process of knowledge state transition from Literature to Knowledge base to Bayes net to Decision Support occurs first through manual translation, then through logic operations on an ontology (the knowledge base), then by machine learning on clinical data corresponding to knowledge in Bayes net form.

concepts which can be used to build a variety of Bayes nets that address causality and uncertainty for a variety of different decision making settings and stakeholders. My goal is to make building these Bayes nets easier and to make the knowledge in those networks more consistent. For example, creating a generic class for “complications” and then listing diseasespecific complication (esophagitis, pneumonitis, rectal complications, etc.) as subclasses, we can better organize the knowledge and potentially perform some completeness and correction tests of that knowledge.

An ontology also provides a foundational structure that can be more easily used to augment and change network topology as new knowledge and causal dependencies are added. A demonstration of how an ontological formalism can be used for updating models with new domain knowledge is given in Chapter 6. Methods of ontology use for Bayes net construction
have been explored previously as a viable means of auto-generating Bayes nets for telecommunications applications[13] and for use in developing medical diagnostic networks[14], but the flexibility to create networks capable of answering specific questions about topics in the domain goes well beyond a re-application of a technique. In the ontology, I build in semantics that describe the directed dependency links, having translated the dependency from the original knowledge source. Many of the ontology links therefore represent clinical judgments or causalities which are not found directly in the literature. Anyone can subset this ontology without restriction, which means they can build any kind of network to answer any question of interest, regardless of whether there is some pre-existing model for that network. The dependency layer sets a groundwork protocol for establishing dependency across medical domains.

As the knowledge base grows, entering new knowledge in the hierarchical class-subclass form becomes more tractable than adding nodes to a large Bays net. Ontology knowledge entry is manageable on scales up to around a thousand concepts, beyond which ontologies themselves may become difficult to manage. However, Bayes nets are only manageable on the order of 10-20 nodes, beyond which it becomes problematic to read, navigate, and understand the network. Moreover, the number of different networks that can be explored grows exponentially with the number of new concept nodes. This exponential scaling opens up possibilities for generating previously undiscovered networks and concept dependencies.

1.3 Contributions of the dissertation

In this dissertation I develop a novel methodology for BN construction demonstrated in but not limited to a specific medical domain (radiation oncology). I show that my methodology, a software-based, semi-automated BN extraction from ontological knowledge sources creates consistent and compatible network topologies which solves both the terminological problem and the knowledge source problem. I also show by specific example (with the Disease Ontology) that the method is portable to other areas of clinical medicine.

The software tool was developed to aid researchers in navigating and selecting various
domain concepts such that they can generate networks designed to answer new questions of interest in the domain. Class-subclass and strength of dependency type relations are leveraged by the software to allow for researchers to select from or add constraints to groups of highly interconnected domain terms. I demonstrated a prototype system for BN topology exploration and qualitatively evaluate its ability to perform updating of old networks with new knowledge, merging of networks with cross terms, and potential applications outside the radiation oncology domain. In particular, I created a description logic version of the Disease Ontology [15] to give it a formal dependency layer from its existing (but alternative) dependency semantics and showed that my software extracts diagnostic type Bayes nets from the modified ontology.

As a part of this research, I also built and verified a BN for error detection applicable to a crucial step in the radiotherapy plan verification process. I show practical utility of BN models by constructing a network model aimed at identifying high risk, low occurrence errors within radiotherapy treatment plans in the radiation oncology domain. I created a) a suitable concept topology from domain expert input and b) extracted clinically derived data from a relational database model and c) applied machine learning algorithms on these data in order to create the conditional probability tables in the network. This probabilistic model is designed to capture types of information which provide likelihood of error, even in cases where all hard constraints (rules) are met. I introduced planning errors derived from a local “clinical continuing safety improvement” database into a subset of offline clinical data. The error cases were run through the BN propagation to test the strength of the network’s ability to flag errors. I also presented these error test cases to human expert for chart review, and compared the results of human experts’ assessments of plan correctness to the network results. This proof of concept network shows potentially high clinical impact in its ability to detect probabilistic classes of errors with sensitivity and specificity comparable to human counterparts performing the same task [?]. The BN performance results exemplify the utility that BNs can have on the safety and quality of complex modern healthcare.

The concepts making up the topology of this network served as an initial knowledge set for
expansion into a larger ontology. That ontology became the knowledge base, (the hub in the hub spoke model shown in Figure 1.1) and forms the foundation from which new or existing Bayes net models can be built and/or changed. I constructed the ontology initially from the BN relations derived for the error detection network, and then expanded it by adding concepts from various other knowledge sources such as published peer-reviewed literature and domain experts. I identified the canonical semantic relationships in this domain in order to formalize radiation therapy plan and other concepts into a common standard using Web Ontology Language (OWL) description logic. Generation and validation of this initial ontology was performed by domain experts. The ontology not only necessarily includes BN-specific relations such as dependency, but also a practical class-subclass structuring of radiation oncology concepts which has not yet been performed in the domain.

In developing the BN for radiotherapy error detection, I make some discoveries regarding the significant mismatch between clinical knowledge terminology and clinical data source terminology. Additionally, I find there is a looming “Big Data” problem for BNs which hope to leverage large clinical data repositories for CPT construction. These findings, among others, dictate the important directions of future work in this area. I outline this and other challenges related to further automating steps of knowledge state translation in Chapter 7.
Chapter 2

BAYESIAN NETWORKS AND BIOMEDICINE

The complex nature of healthcare and biomedicine has been approaching a state where decision support tools are becoming increasingly useful—in particular—adaptable models for decision making. Modeling medical decisions computationally requires solid fundamental principles regarding medical decision making and cognition itself; an excellent systematic review of which can be found here[16]. This kind of work, in conjunction with early prototype systems resulted in many novel systems. Though the utility of these expert systems and decision support was recognized over twenty years ago[17], few, if any, of these methodologies have been incorporated into standard practice in the time since, in large part because the overhead required to make these systems scalable. Research has been progressing, however, and the core ideas are still valid. Because so much of medical decision making is based on likelihood or level of belief in one variable given some clinical evidence, research into probabilistic models like Bayesian networks has been growing. Bayes nets are probabilistic directed graphical models with nodes that represent variables and arcs that represent conditional independence assumptions. They provide a compact representation of joint probability distributions which are effective at modeling uncertainty in various systems or processes and have been explored in many areas of biomedicine[18]. In this chapter, I describe the mathematical formalism behind Bayesian networks and discuss how Bayesian networks are used in oncology. To provide additional context to this dissertation, I give an overview of the radiation oncology sub-specialty, how Bayes nets have been previously applied in radiation oncology specifically, and why the domain is well suited for further applications of Bayes nets.
2.1 Mathematical formalism

Bayesian Networks (BNs) are directed acyclic graph networks represented formally by a set of joint probabilities distributions described by probability calculus. Graph networks themselves are simple visual models, containing nodes and arcs (sometimes referred to as edges) that connect two nodes to indicate a relation between them. In directed graphs, arcs specify a from and to in the relation. For example, the arc \( a = (X,Y) \) in Figure 2.1 has direction from \( X \), to \( Y \). \( X \) is said to be the parent node and \( Y \) is the child node.

In acyclic graphs, there are no directed paths among any of the nodes and arcs that leads back to the start of the path. Bayesian networks satisfy both directionality and acyclic constraints because BNs are mathematically rigorous representations of causality. Thus, these constraints force avoidance of circular reasoning in models.

![Figure 2.1: A simple Bayesian network graph.](image)

The basic concept in Bayesian statistics is conditional probability. Conditional probability is a statement of the form: “given event \( X \), the probability of event \( Y \) is \( l \).” This statement is formally expressed as \( P(Y \mid X) = l \). Generally, \( P(Y \mid X) \neq P(X \mid Y) \) because they are conditioned on differing events. For instance, the probability of testing positive for a rare disease, given you actually have the disease is far greater than the probability of having that rare disease, given that your test result is positive. In order to compute actual values to prove this claim we must use Bayes Theorem, which can be derived from the fundamental rule for
probability calculus. The formal definition of conditional probability is given in (2.1), where $P(X, Y)$ is the probability of joint event $X \land Y$, and $P(Y)$ is the independent probability of observing event $Y$.

$$P(X \mid Y) = \frac{P(X, Y)}{P(Y)} \quad (2.1)$$

$$P(Y \mid X) = \frac{P(Y, X)}{P(X)} \quad (2.2)$$

Substituting (2.2) into (2.1) we get (2.3).

$$P(X, Y) = P(X \mid Y), P(Y) = P(Y \mid X) \quad (2.3)$$

Putting this result back into (2.1) produces Bayes Theorem:

$$P(X \mid Y) = \frac{P(Y \mid X) P(X)}{P(Y)} \quad (2.4)$$

With this we can compute the probability from the “rare disease” example above. For a test sensitivity of 99% and specificity of 99%, (that is, the test will produce 99% true positive results for those who have the disease and 99% true negative results for who don’t) and a rare disease with prevalence of say, 0.5%, we compute the following probability of having the rare disease, given a positive test result:

$$P(D_+ \mid T_+) = \frac{P(T_+ \mid D_+) P(D_+)}{P(T_+)} = \frac{P(T_+ \mid D_+) P(D_+)}{\sum_j P(T_+ \mid D_j) P(D_j)}, \quad (2.5)$$

$$\Rightarrow \frac{0.99 \times 0.005}{0.99 \times 0.005 + 0.01 \times 0.995} = 0.332 \quad (2.6)$$

This result is indeed quite different from the probability of 0.99 for known positive disease carriers. The probability is conditioned on the low prevalence of disease. Therefore, our confidence in the test should be low.

\footnote{The converse statement for $P(Y, X)$ is given in (2.2)}
By inserting a test result in this example, we are instantiating evidence. Evidence changes the probability distribution of the dependent variable. The resulting distribution is known as the *posterior* probability. In networks with chained dependency (e.g. $X \leftarrow Y \leftarrow Z$), evidence instantiated can propagate between variables. For evidence in $Z$, the posterior is computed for $Y$. Given the new distribution in $Y$, the posterior can be computed for $X$. Likewise, if evidence is instantiated in $Y$, it propagates to $X$ and $Z$. In a fully computable BN, each node requires a conditional probability table (CPT) representing all the joint probabilities between that node and it’s parent nodes. Leveraging CPTs and propagation among variable distributions, we could make our example into a more accurate diagnostic model by including a second independent test to give more information to our disease probability, forming a topology shown in Figure 2.1. A thorough treatise of this and other traditional methods for building up network model topologies can be found in Jensen [19].

![Figure 2.2: A simple Bayes net model for disease diagnosis.](image)

### 2.2 BNs in oncology

The properties of BNs allow computational reasoning tasks to be performed in a way that mimics components of human intelligence and understanding of causality. This has led researchers to build BNs for various tasks including diagnosis, prognosis, error detection, and other decision making in a variety of medical specialties.
Much has been accomplished building networks for cancer diagnosis. For example, an impressive series of progressively more extensive and successful models for breast cancer have been built by several researchers over the last few decades[20, 21, 22, 23]. More recently, BN based decision models are being pursued for prognosis and disease progression when diagnosis is already known. Verduijn et al.[24] give a good overall description of medical prognostic models in general. A good deal of progress has been made in cancer prognosis specifically. Nissan et al.[25], for example, have used BNs to predict nodal involvement for colorectal cancer staging, while others, like the NasoNet project[26] and Exarchos et al.[27] developed Bayesian networks to model the progression of certain classes of head and neck cancers (oral and nasopharyngeal). Others have used BNs to predict the likelihood of survival for bone metastases in order to choose whether surgical intervention should be recommended[28]. A learned BN for lung cancer survival was shown to outperform support vector machines by Dekker et al.[11]. Networks which inform decisions about modifying treatment mid-course (a very bleeding edge change to modern techniques termed “adaptive therapy”) have been recently explored[29]. Despite these efforts, at present, there are far fewer predictive models than situations arising in real clinical environments. However, these prognostic models in particular (if effective) have the potential to be of clinical impact and are also in line with national incentive programs outlined in meaningful use phase 3, e.g. improving quality, safety, and efficiency, leading to improved health outcomes and decision support for national high-priority conditions[30].

2.3 **BNs in radiation oncology**

The radiation oncology (radonc) domain is the sub-specialty of oncology primarily concerned with treatment of (mostly) solid tumors with electromagnetic radiation. Radiation oncology is a dynamic field in which technological and computer developments are continually providing more versatile tools for the planning and delivery of radiation. In addition, advances in genomics, imaging and other medical fields provide more information about responses of individuals and their diseases to radiation treatments. However, even given an advancing
knowledge of cancer biology, the outcomes of the cancers and their treatments are characterized by probabilities with high variances—far from deterministic. In many cases, even the diagnoses and locations of the tumors are uncertain. The role that uncertainty plays in decision making in this field makes Bayes networks a natural choice for modeling the process of radiation oncology. As noted, previously, Bayes nets are a compact and versatile approach, and have the ability to provide some degree of transparency—that is, the ability to query the network to explain decisions and determine which nodes are the most critical[19, 31].

The use of Bayes networks to represent the integrated radiation therapy process—from implementation of technological solutions to health state outcomes—provides the opportunity to use them in many different contexts beyond prognosis[32]. For example, networks have been constructed to (a) to help in making individualized cancer treatment decisions[6, 7] (b) to provide guidelines for when to ask for diagnostic tests and which therapy methods to use in given clinical situations[33], (c) to aid in identifying potential diagnostic errors [34], and (d) to help in allocating healthcare resources. The previous research in this field illustrates the versatility and flexibility of Bayes networks in many different situations of decision making under uncertainty.

2.4 Radiation oncology processes

The fundamental process by which radiation oncology operates is a differential sensitivity to high energy radiation between cancerous and normal tissues. High energy radiation damages cell DNA in a way that causes apoptosis and other cell death mechanisms. Many cancerous tissues grow at a faster rate than normal tissues, making them less able to recover from radiation damage than normal tissues. Given this knowledge, radiation can be delivered to cancerous tumors at a specified rate which kills tumor cells while allowing some level of normal tissue recovery. Radiation sensitivity varies among tumor types which leads to several ranges of applying radiation dosage among the total delivered dose, the dose given for every treatment, the timing frequency of delivered dose, and other factors. However, the high toxicity of radiation to both cancerous and normal tissues combined with the limitation
of radiation delivery methods make this a potentially very dangerous treatment method. Therefore, the process of effectively delivering therapeutic radiation to patients in a safe and useful manner is quite complex.

Radiation oncology is a tertiary specialty that most patients are referred to from outside oncologists, and typically patients have had some initial diagnostic testing performed indicating cancerous growth. However, this initial diagnostic information is typically insufficient for further radiation treatment. Patients first come into radonc and undergo additional thorough diagnostic assessment often including imaging such at CT, PET-CT, or MRI. With extensive imaging information, physicians draw outlines (on 2-D image sets) using specialized software of where they believe the border of the tumor lies inside the patient. Other organs and physical regions of interest are outlined in this step as well. These regions are used to develop a radiation treatment plan in a treatment planning system (TPS). The TPS software contains a model of the radiation delivery device and an algorithm to compute radiation distribution inside a patient’s imaging scan. Specialized clinical personnel (dosimetrists) apply various
methods and planning techniques to achieve the prescribed radiation dose distribution to the tumor while minimizing dose distribution to the surrounding normal tissues and structures outlined in the previous stage. Once the plan has been checked and approved, the plan is implemented by therapists on the radiation delivery device. This process is shown broadly in Figure 2.3.

![Figure 2.3: Process map of a clinical radiation oncology process from intake to treatment. Figure adapted by author from Ford et al. [35]](image)

Though the overall process of radiation therapy workflow can be roughly divided into three stages, the actual processes, personnel, and steps taken within those stages is complicated and non-linear. Ford et al. developed a process map for radiation oncology clinical workflow at Johns Hopkins Department of Radiation Oncology and Molecular Radiation Sci-
ences (shown in Figure 2.4) to visualize the extent of process complexity and non-linearity. The process map outlined by the study represents a clinic which had yet switched to an electronic medical record and verify system, though many of the steps involved do not change with this switch. If anything, the introduction of multiple (sometimes poorly) integrated software systems since the publication of this workflow model has only made the process more complex and increased opacity regarding information transfer between systems and between systems and personnel.

Examine more closely the part of the workflow process for verifying a digitally reconstructed radiograph (DRR) before the patient is given radiation. Shown in Figure 2.5, this process represents only a small part of a clinical physicist’s task of initial chart verification\(^2\). Much of the cognitive work performed in any individual part of this process is itself hidden in each step. The top left step “Export DRR to R&V” may be a matter of a few button clicks by a dosimetrist, while the bottom right step, “Physics check vs plan - is it okay?” typically involves dozens of rule based comparisons and several professional judgment considerations across multiple independent software systems. The requirement for task specialization within a complex domain such as radonc is such that evaluation of an entire treatment plan by any individual is more challenging than this workflow model suggests. Many areas of the full process map can be broken down into components this way—where judgment type decisions are made which effect downstream processes in a non-obvious manner (i.e. they occur outside the process map).

2.5 Summary

In the survey presented here, I identify many examples of BN usefulness in biomedical applications, particularly in oncology and radiation oncology. Within the formalism described above, it becomes clear why it is useful to apply Bayes networks to answer questions of conditional dependence occurring in medicine. Within the radiation oncology sub-specialty,

\(^2\)Figure reproduced with permission from Elsevier–see Appendix C for copyright transfer agreement
Figure 2.5: Process components involved in an initial medical physics chart verification.

I show that the extent of uncertainty and complexity among workflow tasks and the nature of some of those tasks harbors significant potential for further applications of BNs.
Chapter 3

BAYESIAN NETWORK BASED ERROR DETECTION IN RADIATION ONCOLOGY

As a part of this dissertation, I designed and developed a probabilistic network for detecting errors in radiotherapy plans for use at the time of initial plan verification. I have initiated a multi-pronged approach to reduce these errors. To build my networks I first interviewed medical physicists and other domain experts to identify the relevant radiotherapy concepts and their associated interdependencies and to construct a network topology. Next, to populate the network’s conditional probability tables, I used the Hugin Expert software to learn parameter distributions from a subset of de-identified data derived from a radiation oncology based clinical information database system. These data represent 4990 unique prescription cases over a 5 year period. Under test case scenarios with approximately 1.5% introduced error rates, network performance produced areas under the ROC curve of 0.88, 0.98, and 0.89 for the lung, brain and female breast error detection networks, respectively. Comparison of the brain network to human experts performance (AUC of 0.90 ± 0.01) shows the Bayes network model performs better than domain experts under the same test conditions. These results demonstrate the feasibility and effectiveness of a comprehensive probabilistic models as part of decision support systems for improved detection of errors in initial radiotherapy plan verification procedures.

3.1 Introduction

The effects of errors in the delivery of radiation therapy can range from inconsequential to disastrous. In-depth data collection and evaluation has provided both insight and hard data
on potential and actual errors in radiation oncology, including a variety of studies among different institutions which report error frequency in radiation oncology on the order of 1% per course of treatment [36, 37, 38, 39]. The volume of treatments (over one million patients annually) at this rate results in approximately 5000-6000 errors per year and suggests that the existing QA procedures are insufficient [40]. In addition to the frequency of errors, we must consider their consequences as well. Overdoses can lead to catastrophic side-effects, while underdoses and geographic misses can result in a significant reduction in the probability of tumor control—errors that are nearly impossible to detect after the fact.

Current error-detection systems involve redundant manual reviews of treatment variables at different steps in the therapy planning and delivery processes [41]. One of the most critical steps in the chain is a review of the radiotherapy plan by the medical physicist. Ford et al. have shown that this pretreatment plan and chart review by the medical physicist is the most effective at capturing high severity incidents, however, this method is still prone to human error and biases [42]. The requirement for task specialization within a complex domain such as radiation oncology is such that evaluation of an entire treatment plan by any individual is challenging. Though some of this challenge is alleviated by instituting multiple checks both before and during treatment by different individuals, many errors can and do still slip through [43].

The last several decades have seen rapid improvements in the localization and delivery of radiation with a concomitant explosion in the complexity of the planning and treatment processes and in the number and types of variables that define a treatment. Thus, the process of conducting a plan and chart verification by examining the variables has become much more difficult. Software to aid in the detection of planning errors has been addressed by a number of groups [44, 45, 46] by means of rule-based systems. One limitation of such an approach is the system’s inability to alert the user to errors of judgment, that is, many plans may and do meet all rule based criteria for acceptability, yet still contain errors or suboptimal treatment choices. Rules and checklists can verify the existence of hard constraint violations such as monitor unit matching of electronic plan transfer from radiation treatment planning
(RTP) system to radiation delivery device, but they cannot reliably capture error classes of such as a misinterpretation of prescription or inappropriate planning technique for a given tumor type/location.

In addition, an expert plan review must account for the complexity of the medical decision making process. The relationships between many variables and the magnitudes of the variables cannot be encapsulated easily into rules since they depend on details of the disease, its location, and prior treatments, none of which are apparent in the treatment plan itself. In addition, physician preference can be a contributing factor, for example, in the decision to use a certain fractionation scheme. All of these factors lead to the conclusion that in many cases probabilistic relationships are the most appropriate way of characterizing plan variables. Furhang et al. have explored the performance of an automated initial chart checking processes that employs case-based reasoning to measure similarity between the current plan parameters and historic plan parameters in a probabilistic way [47], however, the probabilities of these models are independent of each other and static. One way to encapsulate more dynamic probability distributions which represent interdependency between variables is to employ probabilistic networks such as Bayesian networks.

Bayesian networks (BN) are probabilistic directed graphical models with nodes that represent variables, and arcs that represent conditional independence assumptions. They provide a compact representation of joint probability distributions which are effective at modeling uncertainty in various systems and have been explored in many areas of biomedicine [18] including applications in radiation oncology [6, 33, 7]. BNs also have the ability to provide transparency—that is, the ability to query the network to explain decisions and determine which of its nodes are the most critical [19, 48]. BNs allow one to ask (and receive an answer for) queries of the form “given a clinical evidence set X, what is the probability of observing therapy planning set Y?” even when the set Y is conditionally dependent on the set X in a complicated way. More detail regarding the mathematical formalism of BNs is given in chapter 2. Unlike other statistical models which answer similar questions, BNs can be built on a transparent underlying formalism establishing real-world dependency between
concepts in a domain, thereby eliminating spurious correlations among parameters which are not causally related. Such networks have been shown to aid in error detection both in clinical trial data [49] and in clinical laboratory settings [50, 51].

In this chapter, I describe my initial results in developing a Bayesian network for identification of potential errors in radiotherapy plans. Ultimately, these models will be coupled with a rules-based approach to create a two-tiered software model for error detection. As I show below, I have demonstrated feasibility with results that show high accuracy on test cases. Overall, the goal is not to replace the physicist treatment plan review; rather, it is to provide decision support: to highlight those parts of the plan that are most likely to be in error and to provide guidance in subsequent inquiries. In other words, it is a decision aid to relieve the tedium of finding a “needle in a haystack” and to reduce the time needed to identify the source of errors.

### 3.2 Methods and materials

Bayesian networks are directed acyclic graphs representing conditional dependencies among a set of variables. The classical example of a Bayesian network for diagnosis would represent the probabilistic relationships among diseases and symptoms; such a network can be used to predict the probability of a given disease given a number of symptoms. However, in this case, I use the formalism to represent relationships among clinical characteristics, radiation dosing prescriptions, and radiation treatment plans. In a BN, the probability of any particular variable achieving a given value in its domain is conditioned on the value of its parent variables in the directed graph. Construction of a fully computable network requires both a suitable topology—the set of nodes and arcs making up the structure of dependency relations—and also sets of conditional probability tables (CPT) for each node. Our overall strategy for creating the error detection Bayes network involves three sequential steps:

1. Manually construct a suitable concept topology from expert knowledge

2. Extract data from a clinical database for each network concept node
3. Automatically populate the network’s CPTs from extracted clinical data

3.2.1 Network Topology

Using a semi-structured interview technique [52] I queried domain experts (medical physicists) about their knowledge of dependency relationships in order to capture an initial topology for the BN. The network is designed to model the relevant parts of a radiotherapy (RT) plan examined during the initial plan and chart verification step performed by a medical physicist in the radiation oncology workflow process. As previously noted, this check is a critical step that comes after the completion of a treatment plan, but prior to the actual delivery of the radiation plan to the patient. I created a set of interview questions to identify the concepts most commonly employed by clinicians to evaluate the probabilistic types of questions regarding the accuracy and completeness of RT plans at this point in the workflow. In addition to enumerating the concepts, the interview questions also sought to identify the dependency relationships among those concepts. Many of the interview questions involved asking about a particular concept and what additional information (if any) was needed to evaluate the correctness or accuracy of that concept’s state. Answers which involved language predications similar to “depends on” were translated into arcs between concept nodes in a BN formalism. The semi-structured interview method also allows for an additional round of follow up with modified or reworked questions based on responses from the initial interview with the goal of achieving a consensus on the most relevant concepts and their appropriate dependencies. The topology of this network was then encoded into a BN using the Hugin Expert software\textsuperscript{1} [53].

The initial error detection Bayes network contains nodes for a broad range of clinical variables ranging from the primary tumor location (Laterality) to the number of beams (N.Beams) for a given RT plan. During the interview process, I found that many domain concept sets settled out into a few overarching superclasses, noted in Figure 3.1: a clinical

\textsuperscript{1}Hugin Expert A/S, Aalborg, Denmark
Figure 3.1: Initial Bayes net for error detection in treatment plans. Many nodes are highly interconnected (3+ dependencies) to capture the nature of causal knowledge in larger swaths of the radiation oncology domain. Various layers indicate an underlying knowledge structure among concept nodes.
3.2.2 **Network Probabilities**

To derive the probability tables, I extracted data from a Mosaiq oncology information system (OIS)\(^2\) using a standard structured query language (SQL). I queried for all states of identifiable topological concepts from the initial network. These anonymous data were preprocessed for quality and consistency and saved into a flat file to be read by the Hugin system’s machine learning (Expectation Maximization) algorithm [54] for auto-population of the CPTs. Due to disease recurrence and cases of metastasis, several patients had multiple prescriptions. Some patients also had an “initial” prescription followed by a “boost” prescription typically given to a smaller region. Given that there is no clear internal distinction in the relational database (RDB) schema itself which distinguishes these prescriptions, they were treated as separate instances.

In the queried clinical test data subset, there were 73 anatomic categories, 329 different dose totals, and 251 International Classification of Diseases (ICD-9) codes. Given the vast amount of data collected for this set (approx 5 years of full time clinical practice in a university radiation oncology department running multiple radiation treatment units), I found that memory and computational constraints were insufficient for creating one large network from all the data. For example, a joint probability table for “Rx_Dose”, given parent nodes anatomic categories (ICD-O) and cancer histology (ICD-9) would have required over 6 million unique entries. To reduce this constraint, we split the data into several subsets by common anatomic region, resulting in sets of 2780, 1195, 1015 unique prescription cases for breast, lung, and brain sites, respectively. For each of these sites, a network was generated using the same topology but populated with separate respective data subsets.

\(^2\)Elekta AB, Stockholm, Sweden.
3.2.3 Evaluation

*Potential errors and testing data*

For each network I took a sample of 100 cases from the initial dataset and introduced known potential errors\(^3\) at a nominal rate of 1.5% error per set. Each case contained 9 parameters of which only 6 were evaluated giving 600 tests per network and approximately 9 errors per set of 600 tests. The introduced errors varied by type and severity based on consensus recommendations for assigning severity to actual and near miss events [55]. A few example cases are presented in Table 3.1. In the brain test set, the example in the first row of Table 3.1 is an unusually high dose when the intent is palliative given the increased possibility of complications. However, a total dose of 54 Gy dose is not uncommon for *curative* brain tumor treatments, which can result in this case having low visibility to manual plan checkers. In the second case (row 2) I have introduced a more subtle error in the form of a suboptimal choice of beam energy. In clinics with multiple beam energies available, it is not uncommon to find individual use of IMRT techniques or 18MV beam energy used alone, but the combination of IMRT and 18MV can produce suboptimal dose distributions for this anatomic region. This is a type of conjoined error for which joint conditional probability tables might be well suited to find. The last example, from the breast test case set (row 3) gives an unusually low dose per fraction. This error would result in a non-curative dose and carries a high severity. Other cases of error types include instances where the technique prescribed is “4 field box” whereas the plan has 7 fields. Because the technique is a character string and the number of fields is a countable integer, this kind of mismatch is challenging to flag using a rule-based system which typically only compares like data types.

---

\(^3\)I use the term “potential errors” here to reflect the fact that in some instances, there are factors outside the scope of this network that may justify the parameter value. In our applications, the intent is to flag such cases for further investigation, rather than define the parameter explicitly as an error. For simplicity, in the rest of this manuscript we will simply use ”error”, with the understanding that all of these are actually potential errors.
Table 3.1: Example potential error cases. Introduced errors are indicated in bold

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tx(Intent) (site)</th>
<th>Technique</th>
<th>Modality</th>
<th>Dose_Ttl</th>
<th>Dose_Tx</th>
<th>numFields</th>
<th>Severity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Palliative (Brain)</td>
<td>Conformal Plan</td>
<td>x06</td>
<td>5400</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Curative (Brain)</td>
<td>IMRT</td>
<td>x18</td>
<td>6000</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palliative (Breast)</td>
<td>PA</td>
<td>x18</td>
<td>2268</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Network analysis*

In a BN, one can instantiate any variables and propagate the effect of that information to the rest of the network. To obtain individual probability values for comparison with the known error set, I instantiated three “clinical finding” parameters in the network: intent, histology, and laterality (paired organ) for each case. By instantiating these variables, I am stating something about one part of the plan parameter set in order to evaluate its effect on other parts of the set. The instantiation and propagation could in fact be run in the opposite direction by instantiating plan parameters, but the initial topology of the network and clinical layering were instructive in our choice. The clinical finding nodes are “dictatorial” in the sense that they influence many other nodes whom are its dependents, as described by the flow of information from one layer to the next in section 3.2.1. This process also mirrors that used by many clinical medical physicists where clinical findings are often assumed correct until plan parameters indicate otherwise.

After instantiating evidence, we ran the BN propagation to compute each of the six remaining parameter probabilities and then compared each resulting probability for the variable state present in the chart to an error detection threshold. Probabilities below the threshold were flagged as errors. The error detection threshold was incremented in steps of 0.001 from 0 to 1 and comparisons recomputed to produce a receiver operating characteristic curve (ROC) for each network. The ROC curve plots sensitivity versus 1-specificity to pro-
duce a measure of each network’s ability to discriminate errors. I compute the area under
the ROC curve (AUC) to evaluate the predictive performance of the models. An area under
the curve of 0.5 indicates no discriminating ability (displayed in ROC graphs as the 1:1 slope
line, i.e. true positive rate = false positive rate) [56]. Analysis was performed using the R
statistical language and the RHugin package to interface the Hugin decision engine via the
available API [57, 58].

Validation and comparison with human observers

To compare system performance against human domain experts, I recruited participants for
an IRB-approved study assessing their ability at detecting potential radiation plan errors
via a web-based survey. The survey consisted of ten radiation treatment plan cases taken
from the same error infused test set used to evaluate the Bayes net model. Much like the
evaluation for the Bayesian network detection model, participants were given three initial
“clinical finding” parameters, and then asked to evaluate the remaining six parameters of
the plan and respond by checking a box regarding the likelihood of correctness of each
parameter in each case (four-point Likert type scale of likelihood). The adverbs used in
the responses translated answers into probabilities with a mapping based on the normal
cumulative distribution and standard deviations, where “somewhat” indicated one standard
deviation, “very” indicated two deviations and the likely/unlikely indicated direction of the
deviation from the mean, e.g. “very unlikely” mapped to $p = 0.023$; “very likely” to $p = 0.97$.
Quantification done in this way allowed the participants to express their belief in correctness
using their own statistical heuristics without the potentially confusing requirement to assign
a probability of correctness to every parameter[59]. The mapping created a distribution of
probabilistic belief for each parameter based on human decisions, and could therefore be
analyzed in the same way as the Bayes nets—by varying a threshold over the probabilities
to produce an ROC curve.
3.3 Results

3.3.1 Error detection network

Upon querying the clinical RDB for populating the CPTs, I found several factors which forced changes to aspects of the network topology. In the RDB schema, there exists no digitally readable record of the plan parameters “isocenter” or “imaging”, therefore no data were available to populate such a node. Nodes which required some counting operations in the query were successful in obtaining a count for the number of beams for a given prescription, but obtaining monitor units (MU) per fraction was problematic due to the splitting of MU over hundreds of control points in IMRT and VMAT techniques. Differences in node terminology between the initial and final network are caused by back-end schema mismatching the software front-end labeling, for example, Laterality in the initial network is equivalent to Paired_Organ in the final network. Similarly, Morphology is mapped to Histology in the schema, as the terminologies are used synonymously in the ICD system. Figure 3.2 shows the final network after pruning nodes that could not be populated from our data.

The Bayes net contains a set of initial probability distributions (priors). Once a variable is instantiated in the network, the change is propagated throughout all other nodes resulting in new (posterior) probability distributions. Figures 3.3 and 3.4 illustrate prior and posterior distributions of the Brain tumor BN for two different variables, Total Dose, and Technique, respectively. It can be seen that by instantiating Tx(Intent) = curative and Histology = Astrocytoma, the broad prior distribution transformed into a very narrow posterior distribution. The opposite behavior is illustrated in Figure 3.4 in which the prior distribution is quite peaked, and the instantiation of the same two variables (Tx(Intent) and Histology) does little to change it.

These histograms of joint prior probability distributions convey information differences found in the different parameter sets, which can be formalized using the concept of entropy [48]. Computing the entropy (H) for these distributions explicitly using Eq. 3.1 gives a
Figure 3.2: Bayesian network topology after parameter learning and node pruning.

specific metric for comparison of prior and posterior distributions, where $p_i$ is the probability of a given variable being in the $i^{th}$ state, summed over all possible states. Entropy values for the examples in Figures 3.3 and 3.4 are shown in Table 3.2.

$$H = - \sum_i p_i \log p_i$$ \hspace{1cm} (3.1)

Table 3.2: Information entropy (H) before and after instantiation of clinical variables Histology (Astrocytoma) and Treatment Intent (curative)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Prior entropy (H)</th>
<th>Posterior entropy (H)</th>
<th>$\Delta$ H</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total Dose</td>
<td>3.387</td>
<td>0.950</td>
<td>2.437</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technique</td>
<td>1.687</td>
<td>1.258</td>
<td>0.429</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In addition to computing single node entropy, I also perform a Value of Information analysis (VOI) on all observation network nodes with respect to the clinical findings nodes.
Figure 3.3: Prior distributions (top) of the variables Total Dose with no instantiation are contrasted with their respective posterior distributions (bottom) after instantiation and propagation of clinical variables Histology = Astrocytoma and Intent = curative for the BN.

The VOI analysis uses the mutual information $I$ in Eq. 3.2 to produce a value for relative cost-benefit comparison of obtaining and instantiating evidence [48]. Here, $p_i$ and $p_j$ are prior independent probabilities for the $i^{th}$ and $j^{th}$ states of each node distribution and $p_{ij}$ is the joint probability distribution between two nodes. The summation is over all possible states of $i$ and $j$. 
Figure 3.4: Prior distributions of the variables **Technique** with no instantiation are contrasted with their respective posterior distributions (bottom) after instantiation and propagation of clinical variables **Histology** = Astrocytoma and **Intent** = curative for the BN

\[
I = \sum_{i,j} p_{ij} \log \frac{p_{ij}}{p_i p_j} 
\]

(3.2)

Table 3.3 shows the mutual information (I) between the evidence nodes and each of the selected information variables. In this model, the Histology evidence node’s effect outweighs the other two clinical finding variables by a factor of 4 or more, depending on the specific node examined, and in no cases is it less than a factor of 1. This result indicates that
Histology is one of the most impactful nodes instantiated in the model.

Table 3.3: Value of information metric for the observation network variables based on clinical evidence nodes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Total Dose</th>
<th>Technique</th>
<th>Modality</th>
<th>N Fields</th>
<th>Fractions</th>
<th>Dose per Fraction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Histology</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tx Intent</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laterality</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.3.2 Detection performance

Figure 3.5 illustrates the results of the Bayesian network performance under the test conditions described in Section 3.2.3. AUCs for the Lung, Breast, and Brain sites were found to be 0.88, 0.89 and 0.98, respectively. The ROC curve for the Brain network shows that an error detection threshold of $p = 0.177$ results in 100% detection at a false positive rate of only 6%. The ROC curves for the Breast and Lung networks indicate that no reasonable threshold setting could be used to find 100% of the errors. A threshold of $p = 0.157$ would detect 91% of the errors with a false positive rate of 21% for the lung network, and a threshold of $p = 0.136$ can be set to detect 89% of errors in the breast network with a false positive rate of 13%.

I obtained a total of six (6) respondents to the human subjects survey for the brain site cases and applied ROC analysis amongst individuals. The error detection rates were aggregated to produce a mean true positive rate, false positive rate, and standard deviation of the mean(SDOM). This ROC curve is shown in Figure 3.6 along with the Bayes net results for the same brain site cases. The AUC for domain experts was found to be $0.90 \pm 0.01$, compared to 0.98 for the Bayes net.
3.4 Discussion

The results presented above provide support for my hypothesis that a BN can be used to detect errors in radiation therapy plans. In addition, preliminary results indicate that it can do so more accurately than can experts. This work has highlighted a number of strengths of this approach. One strength is the nature of the conditional probabilities such that for a
Figure 3.6: ROC curves for brain tumors comparing the performance of the EDN with that of the experts. The expert responses were aggregated (dashed line) and plotted with the SDOM of responses (shaded grey). AUC for the aggregate human response was 0.90 ± 0.01.

given set of plan variables certain small collections of values can result in large probabilities, whereas the much larger set of possible combinations result in low probabilities. Thus the algorithm does an efficient job of identifying the few likely combinations in this high noise data set. Another strength is the use of clinical data to determine the probabilities. Since the CPTs are created in a data-driven manner, the resulting performance of the Bayesian network reflects the policies and practice of the particular institution or group of physicians. Additionally, as new standards of practice are implemented clinically, the probabilities will
shift to reflect these changes. Perhaps most importantly, the method described stems from, is dependent on, and ultimately encapsulates the knowledge and judgment of the experts. It also reflects the uncertainties and range of practice inherent in real clinical environments.

Moving forward, a significant challenge is scaling up my approach to include more variables. The current model included nine variables chosen, to some degree, by a limited ability to extract data from our OIS. Constructing BNs comes with challenges both in developing topology and populating the CPTs. There are both manual and automated methods for addressing these challenges. Here, I will discuss the CPT’s, whereas the network topology building problem is the topic of chapters 4 and 5.

Manual methods for elucidating probabilities from experts, given an existing topology can produce fairly accurate probabilities, but are well known for being time consuming for developers and domain experts [60]. In cases where network variables have sets upwards of 100 possible states, it becomes impractical to query human experts, making automated methods for populating the network tables more attractive. Though the number of probability distributions required to populate a CPT in a BN grows exponentially with the number of parent-nodes associated with each particular table (thus increasing the computational power needed to run the expectation maximization algorithm), I do not expect the performance of the system to necessarily suffer. It is intuitive to anticipate that adding more arcs to the graph could reduce the likelihood that certain combinations will cause posterior probabilities to increase significantly. However, we anticipate that future work will increase the number of variables rather than increasing the number of arcs per variable. One way to reduce dimensionality is by building separate BN’s for different disease sites. Moreover, we can leverage the transparency of variable distributions as a strength of the BN formalism to perform VOI analysis and evaluate the entropy changes as a function of each variable in the network. In this way, we retain only the parameters of the model which deliver high utility to decision making. This will also make the calculation of probabilities a more tractable problem. In the VOI presented in this work, the relatively low influence of Laterality may be due in part to
the node’s d-separation\textsuperscript{4} in the topology, but this result also suggests that laterality of tumor location simply is not as clinically relevant to the planning factors. In future iterations of these network topologies, less impactful nodes can be removed to save computational effort. The more critical nodes also indicate areas where clinician’s information entry into clinical database systems is most important in terms of predicting outcomes and capturing errors. This information can be used to guide workflows towards improving the effect.

Just as for the CPTs, some machine learning algorithms can be used to derive network topological structure, given a very limited number of network node connections and states \cite{1, 2, 3, 10}. A disadvantage of automatically learning structure directly from data is that correlations can be construed into causality by the learning algorithm, leading to dependency relationships which are nonsensical in the real world. These learning algorithms also suffer from having NP hard complexity \cite{4, 5}. Due to this algorithmic complexity, large data sets become computationally infeasible to employ as scale increases. For these reasons, I used a manual method for generating our initial topology. This also informed my decision to formalize our topology into semantic structures as mentioned in section 3.2.1. Adding new sets of dependent concepts to a semantic formalism amounts to adding one item to a larger list, independent from all other concepts in the list. Our list structure was defined in the ontology building software Protégé \cite{61}. Future networks can then be automatically extracted from this ontological list of dependent concepts—a much simplified task compared to the process of adding arcs and nodes to a large directed graphical network.

The comparison of the algorithm’s performance relative to expert performance is not intended to be a conclusive result. As discussed above, the network itself is limited so that it is difficult to judge whether the relative paucity of information in the test hindered human judgment. The purpose of the comparison was to determine if my method was representative of realistic conditions. My results suggest that it is, particularly given the fact that humans performed similarly, but not identically. Despite the relatively low number of participants,

\textsuperscript{4}See \cite{19} for more details.
the magnitude of variations in human performance gives some justification that the test cases were neither too simple nor too hard.

Figure 3.5 shows ROC curves for three different tumor sites. The curve for brain cancers reaches 100% sensitivity at a relatively high value of specificity, whereas the other two curves never reach that level. Whether this has to do with the nature of the disease, the state of the art for treating these tumors, or just reflect the practice of the physicians involved is unknown.

The ROC curves illustrate an important point in this decision making scenario. Making the threshold for an alert to an error too sensitive will lead to a reduced number of missed errors but may become burdensome due to the effort needed to weed out the false positives. Conversely, a higher threshold will increase the specificity while simultaneously increasing the false negative rate, and hence, reducing the chances of detecting errors. Ultimately, this aspect of the algorithm will need to be integrated with software to allow the user to tune the system to their personal preference which may vary depending on the tumor site.

As stated above, this software is intended to be part of an entire suite of error-detection processes, one of which is rule-based. The BN model’s transparency and VOI analysis are advantages which complement the rule-based approach. With the ability to compute mutual information among node pairs, I not only identify errors, I can also identify investigative clues to the possible sources of errors when they are flagged. In that sense, the BN approach to modeling radiotherapy planning also has implications beyond error detection. The topology of the network contains knowledge about treatment planning and processes as discussed in section 3.2.1. This level of knowledge can be employed to guide forward planning of radiation therapies by modifying the initial query of the decision model from “given a clinical evidence set X, what is the probability of observing therapy planning set Y?” to “given a clinical evidence set X, what therapy planning set Y should one create?”. Though much more detail would be required for the BN to answer that question with sufficient confidence, the model development for both applications remains the same.

My plan for future work is to implement some variation on a rules-based system to single
out plans with errors that violate hardware or departmental (protocol) constraints. Plans that pass this step will then be examined by the BN. As I have it designed now, the user would be given a choice as to which BN is appropriate. Other options, such as thresholds and sensitivity, could be chosen as well. The output of the algorithm still needs to be designed to make it most useful. Finally, the network should be tested using data from other centers to explore the extent that the structure and probability tables are compatible across different clinical practices.

3.5 Conclusion

This chapter presents one aspect of a planned error-detection system. I described the construction and use of a Bayesian network model of the radiation therapy plan. By populating the networks entirely with data captured from a clinical oncology information management system acquired over the course of several years of normal practice, I was able to create accurate conditional probability tables with no additional time spent by experts or clinicians. These probabilistic descriptions of treatment planning allow verification of treatment plan parameters to be within the normal scope of practice, given some initial set of clinical evidence and thereby detect for potential outliers to be flagged for further investigation. I have presented a proof of concept that probabilistic networks can identify a large proportion of potential clinical errors while minimizing false-alarms. Future efforts in this area include expansion of the network models to include additional treatment parameters not considered in this work, e.g. extracting dosimetric data from treatment planning systems, as well as integration of the error flagging algorithm into a usable interface for error checking and evaluation of treatment plans in real-time. The success of this work and the the topology generated for the error detection network informed the design of the ontology and the ontology based approach to the topology problem presented in the next chapter.
Chapter 4

AUTOMATING NETWORK TOPOLOGY CREATION: AN ONTOLOGICAL APPROACH

4.1 Introduction

In this chapter I describe the methodology and specifications for creating a dependency layered domain ontology and the computational methods that leverage this type of ontology to generate network topologies of interest. I demonstrate each component of the methodology with an example. First, I present a dependency layered ontology which encompasses a portion of the radiation oncology (radonc) domain. Then, I present a Bayesian network extracted from the radonc ontology. These tasks comprise a proof of concept that the methodology presented here is a viable means of auto-generating dependency networks from complex medical domain ontologies.

4.2 Biomedical ontologies

Formally speaking, ontologies are “explicit specifications of a conceptualization [where] definitions associate the names of entities in the universe of discourse (e.g., classes, relations, functions, or other objects) with human-readable text describing what the names are meant to denote, and formal axioms that constrain the interpretation and well-formed use of these terms” [62]. Essentially, ontologies can be used to compute on, act as storage/retrieval for, and serve as a standardization for various types of knowledge.

There are various types of ontologies and their uses inform their structure. For instance, the Foundational Model of Anatomy (FMA) strictly contains anatomic structural entities and partonomic relations [63]. The FMA object properties consist of spatial locations and relative locations to other anatomic objects. Other ontologies simply try to organize terminologies
or vocabularies into hierarchies (SNOMED-CT, ICD-9/10, etc), and have few relational properties beyond definition slots or mappings to other terminologies [64, 65]. There are ontologies which are designed to handle meta-data mapping to aid in case based reasoning [66, 67]. These meta-data ontologies take semantic similarities in one problem and apply them to new, unknown cases of classification.

Ramoni et al. provides a breakdown of how ontologies fit into medical knowledge with regards to Knowledge Based Systems (KBS) in terms of two levels: epistemological and computational[68]. Though one could argue this classification scheme of this breakdown isn’t in itself very well formalized, what is clear (with respect to this thesis) is the separation between ontology domain knowledge and the translation of that knowledge into computational systems that can operate on data. In this organization of knowledge representations, what is not shown is how to move from one level to the next. The arrow in Figure 4.1 represents a translational movement between levels, in particular, between ontology and influence diagrams (Bayesian networks).

4.3 Leveraging domain ontologies

To leverage the benefits of ontologizing medical domain knowledge for research and reuse in Bayes nets, one must encode the kinds of concept dependency relations found in Bayes nets into the ontology, and then translate them into networks, e.g. one must formally define the arrow in Figure 4.1. The topology (the nodes and edges) of any Bayes net can be represented in an ontology—nodes become classes, and dependency arcs become relationships between these classes. Traditionally, a BN has no formal representation of knowledge at the epistemological level whatsoever, that is, they have no ontology. In this work, I supply both the ontology and the means to translate from the ontology to the computational level of a particular Bayes net.

Some work has been done in this area to support the idea that this is possible. Devitt et al. for example, created an ontology of Bayesian concepts and merged it with an ontology of domain concepts in order to create networks of interest[13]. In particular, it uses an
additional ontological layer for the Bayes net models, and applies concept instances from concept sets in a telecommunication network. This additional layer of modeling might be considered restrictive in a medical domain, where the structure of a network model itself can vary significantly depending on the application. Others have utilized a “security ontology” for the Bayesian threat probability determination[69]. In the medical domain, Helsper and van der Gaag have built BNs by creating an ontology for esophageal cancer staging[70]. These applications are relatively specific, however, they validate the theoretical aspects of the method. Among the remaining questions then is how to scale and expand the method towards large, complex medical domains such as radiation oncology.

It is reasonable to ask if there are existing viable knowledge sources or ontologies from which to construct dependency models. In fact, there are ontologies in oncology, notably the National Cancer Institute thesaurus (NCIT) and the ACGT master ontology for can-
cer research, though these are mainly terminologies with somewhat complex class-subclass hierarchies. A. Miller developed an ontology for radiation oncology specifically. The ontology developed by Miller relies on a unique clinical markup language and hierarchy most of which is designed for patient management goals in clinical trials/research. Another radiation oncology ontology, the Radiation Treatment Guideline Ontology (RTOG) attempts to help clinicians more efficiently use clinical publications by representing them in an ontological framework. In this manner, data from clinical publications are then extracted using the framework to produce graphical representation of treatment recommendations. Some of the concepts and terms in these contemporary ontologies might be reusable, (Clinical Finding, Complication, Dose Volume, etc.) but none of the ontologies quite have the semantics required to create meaningful dependency statements among those concepts.

One can also consider deriving an ontology or set of relational networks from metadata itself. Methods for making a Bayesian network directly from relational models and for mapping relational databases to RDF are available. The challenges with applying these methods to EMR data are multifaceted. The schema used in many clinical database systems is far from aligned with an appropriate class-subclass structure, the terminology is not standardized, and the datasets often are too large to be handled by these algorithms in a reasonable time frame.

In order to extract dependency network knowledge from an ontology, and thereby automated topology extraction from the ontology while minimizing deviation from existing ontology efforts to date. In addition, what the ontology needs to represent more than the current slate of knowledge bases (i.e. beyond partonomic and declarative statements about what things are) is the kind of process knowledge found in published literature and clinical workflows regarding concepts and decisions made in clinical environments. The statement in Chapter 3, “a patient presents with clinical findings, which causes a decision to be made about the prescription, which is then implemented on the radiation delivery device”, is a description of a causal process. Representing these types of processes in an ontology by using dependency semantics connects the epistemological level to the computational level, e.g. it
formally defines the arrow in Figure 4.1. In this sense, my work results in the establishment of a new standard. By collating knowledge across these sources into a single ontology, I standardize terminology as well as organize the knowledge into a class-subclass hierarchy.

4.4 Constructing a dependency layered domain ontology

I demonstrate these ontology construction methods to represent knowledge in the radiation oncology domain. Ontology construction requires defining classes in the ontology, arranging the classes in a class-subclass hierarchy, defining relationships and then filling in the relationships among classes. As an iterative process, it can take some definition cycles to bring the ontology to a useful form. The ontology is constructed with two operational goals: 1) to organize domain knowledge into a navigable class-subclass structure, and 2) to establish dependency among domain concepts. Tertiary goals of the domain ontology include 1.a) annotation of classes to existing ontological terms to maintain the consistency this work with those efforts where possible, and 2.a) annotation of the dependency relations to their original knowledge source. With respect to the above goals, I also specify the level of knowledge this ontology is required to cover, i.e. what depth of class structure is most useful to declare dependency. Much of this depth leveling is defined by the current knowledge sources available.

For my work, I have chosen to use Protégé-Owl, for ease of development and for expressivity. However, my work to date does not leverage description logic inference, so other simpler formalisms could also have been used. I resolve any knowledge inconsistencies by consulting with local domain experts. In the case of circular dependency, such structures are strictly disallowed in the Bays net formalism. It is possible that they truly exist in the domain in some time-dependent form. For example, metastasis can be an outcome dependent on a treatment which depends on the original tumor, but later in time the metastasis could be considered the tumor to be treated, thus completing a dependency loop. To resolve this type of issue I separate certain concepts in the ontology by time (to continue the example case) by creating two classes of metastasis: one for clinical presentation and one as a post-treatment
outcome—recognizing that the ontology is designed to be static.

4.4.1 Class hierarchy

Before establishing any specific sets of dependency arcs, I first define what domain concepts exist and how to categorize them. To accomplish this I take a combination of the “bottom-up” and “top-down” approaches. Determining the bottom level requires consideration of dependency, however. Bayes networks compute on states, and each set of states belongs to a concept. The state parameters are used to derive conditional probability tables in the network and concepts make up the topology, as described in chapter 2. The goal of the ontology is to capture the topology of concepts, not states themselves, as these may vary for each data set source or application of the network. The state level therefore defines a floor.

The top level is organized by greater concept categories commonly used in clinical radiation oncology. Generally, a template dependency network is going to have specific concepts which fall under these broader categories of medical practice. For example, outcomes depend on treatment, treatments depend on diagnosis, diagnosis depend on symptoms, and so forth. This structure dictates the top level category types required, i.e. diagnostic factors, treatments, outcomes, etc. that are used in the domain.

In this ontology, I opt to emphasize breadth over depth in the class-subclass hierarchy due to the focus on building networks from leaf node concepts (bottom level). I seek to keep the hierarchy to a scale reasonable for the user navigation task of finding leaf nodes sets of interest from which to build a network topology. Thus, new branches of the internal hierarchical structure are only created when delineation amongst subclasses is relevant (distinct), have common usage, or aided navigational tractability.

To obtain the specific ontological terms and their relations I examine several knowledge sources including domain experts, published peer-reviewed experiments from well known domain journals, published treatment guidelines, and clinical trials. The knowledge source defines the set of concept parameters. For example, a publication from the journal *Oral Oncology* gives the results of a 62 patient trial of head and neck cancer patients post ra-
diotherapy and analyzes trismus versus a TGF β1 genotype [77]. The hypothesis, from the abstract: “Radiation can trigger an intense fibrosis within the masticatory muscles and transforming growth factor beta 1 (TGF β1) is involved in this process.” Trismus is a complication defined by a reduction in the ability to open the mouth. In a network model, the state value possibilities would be “yes/no” for trismus and TGF β1, and therefore the bottom level concepts are Trismus and TGF β1 polymorphism.

Continuing the Oral Oncology example, we can say generally that trismus is defined as a type of Complication and complications are a type of Clinical_Outcome. However, the set of complications is too broad to be reasonably navigable. There are thousands of complications, and typically only a smaller subset of them are of interest for any given treatment. For this reason, the complication class is redefined as Complication_by_site, and subclasses are defined per anatomic region: Brain_comp, Pelvis_comp, etc.

The decision to split certain categories into anatomic subcategories makes sense when considering that radonc is primarily concerned with solid tumors located in a known position of the patient body, yet there are cases where other usage has equivalent weight and suggests added distinction. The practical clinical concern of a complication like trismus, for instance, is not just trismus itself, it is also the subsequent (non-treatment related) complications of that condition, i.e. difficulty eating—leading to significant weight loss and/or further deterioration of health state. For these clinical concerns, I created another subclass of Clinical_Outcome: Complication_by_system, subclassed by systematic categories Endocrine_disorder, Gastrointestinal_disorder, and so on. Most of the bottom level complications are subclasses of both of these superclasses, making them easier to find regardless of the clinical concern (site vs. system). The top few levels of the ontology are shown in Figure 4.2

Some of the challenges building this ontology include differentiation of complications from symptoms, such as a “headaches”. To alleviate this conflict, I include only complications which are well defined states or conditions, or that coincide closely with RTOG endpoints/toxicity since those are also are well defined for purposes of outcome reporting in
Figure 4.2: A screenshot of Protégé showing the top three levels of classes represented in the radonc domain ontology.

Experimental clinical trials. Other issues arise with the specificity of terms. Clinical publications will often use a general term when they mean a specific one. For example “nodal involvement”. Because the literature often studies a specific cancer class (say, prostate) the terms must be formalized in context. This means other site specific terms are created in the
ontology building process, i.e. Pelvic_nodal_involvement.

A consequence of the building choices made is the lack of any direct mapping or adherence to an existing biomedical ontologies class structure. Mapping of individual terms do at least allow one to connect the ontologies at a local point, and are described in more detail below.

\textit{Concept annotation}

Annotations for classes having similar or exact matching terms in an existing ontology or standard terminology are added to the ontology as “comments” (annotation property) on the class itself. The most commonly used annotations map to SMOMED-CT, ICD-10, and the NCIT. Each annotation is identified with a specific annotation property under the convention \texttt{NCI}, \texttt{SNOMED}, \texttt{NCI-definition}, \texttt{SNOMED-definition}. I map to these sets of existing defined terms to retain some terminological standards. If a concept term cannot be found in an existing ontology, then a comment is used to create the definition and/or citation to source which describes the term. For example, “Sticky Saliva” is a term commonly used in the radiation oncology literature to indicate a thickening of the saliva. It is the product of glandular response to radiation delivered to structures in the mouth and throat. Though it has no proper medical definition in the existing ontologies, and is closer to a symptom than a disorder or disease, it is used often enough in the literature to qualify as a complication, or complicating factor-similar to xerostomia or dysphagia. Figure 4.3 (top right) shows how annotations appear for the bNED term. At times, inconsistent use of terminology between journal publications and existing ontologies, or between ontologies themselves arise. I choose to resolve ontology-ontology conflict by favoring the NCIT, given that radonc is a sub-specialty of oncology in general.

\textit{4.4.2 Dependency layer}

To represent the dependency arcs, I define a transitive property, “dependsOn”. Thus, for knowledge that could be expressed in natural language as “the likelihood of symptoms such as fever and nausea depend on a diagnosis of influenza”, I would define three classes \{fever,
nausea, influenza}, and two “dependsOn” relationships. In the Bayesian formalism, influenza becomes the parent node to the other two, which are causally dependent on the presence or absence of that disease. Thus, I translate the node-arc-node framework of the Bayes net into an object-relation-object triple formalism that has become standard for semantic web representations.

Figure 4.3: A screenshot of Prot´eg´e showing part of the bottom level class hierarchy. The annotated term definition “biological No Evidence of Disease” (top right) is given as a citation to the published source which describes the full meaning and context. The set of annotated dependencies to other ontological concepts is also shown (bottom right).

It is recognized that although the Bayes net structure only allows for one kind of dependency, this constraint does not limit the actual dependency type which may be chosen by the researcher to include in a network. Some dependencies are strictly mathematical, like calculable machine parameters based on first principle radiation physics and tissue structure while others are correlated evidentially as observational results of various kinds of clinical trials. Another goal of this ontology is to capture this stratification of dependency. This is
an important feature of the ontology which gives researchers the flexibility to explore the knowledge base at variable levels of causal belief to account for differing goals. In one case, a researcher searching for an extremely robust network for practical clinical use desires less uncertainty in the topology, and may want to only include *strongly dependent* concepts, while other researcher goals such as examination of the knowledge base towards constructing further studies in the domain may want to include (or restrict to) the *weakly dependent* terms. To accomplish this I establish a threshold for dividing dependency in the previously mentioned sources based on level of evidence factors [78]. Formally, this results in a set of object sub-properties, `dependsOn1`, `dependsOn2`, `dependsOn3`, and `dependsOn4`; the numeric tag value corresponding to the evidence level of that dependency.

Most of the dependency between concepts is established by examining studies that control for specific concept states, as described in section 4.4.1. In addition to manually extracting the concepts from the literature, I also evaluate the study for the dependency level, based on level of evidence standards. Conclusions from the published study, guideline, or source are coded into the ontology using the proper “dependsOn” term.

The set of concepts which bNED depends, extracted from Horwitz et al. [8] are shown in the bottom right of Figure 4.4.

The nature of classification allows for inheritance of properties by subclasses. In some areas of the domain, it both saves time and is theoretically correct to declare dependency of a superclass rather than enumerate for every specific subclass. For instance, one can declare that the superclass `DVH.value_by_site` `dependsOn4` some `PTV.dose_general`. The PTV dose effects the surrounding doses which constitute the Dose Volume Histogram (DVH). This is a well known physical property of the radiation beam scattering with significant experimental evidence and is also derivable from first principles. Thus, all subclasses of the DVH type (now and in any entered in the future) will inherit this property of dependence. Unfortunately, because the object property applies only to the declared class, it’s inverse cannot be inferred, i.e. the ontology does not inherit the dependency to any subclasses of `PTV.dose_general`. For this reason, an additional object property was created, `casualFactorOf`, for declaring
dependency (in a causal sense) which can be inherited by subclasses and converted in processing to a “dependsOn” type outside the ontology. In this ontology a declaration is made that Complication_by_site and Complication_by_system are each a causalFactorOf the “quality of life” (QOL, as quality of life depends on any/all complications.

Dependency annotation

To give legitimacy to the dependency declarations in this ontology, dependency declarations are annotated with the knowledge that describes the dependency. As in the bNED example shown in figure 4.3, bNED DependsOn2 some Gleason is annotated with the citation for Horwitz et al.(cited above), where the peer reviewed experimental evidence was published. Currently only one citation per dependency is provided, though there is no restriction to the number of possible sources that can be attached.
4.4.3 Ontology in full view

As ontologies become large, the full set of classes and relationships cannot be viewed well in standard ontology building tools, making it challenging to see the overall picture. For reference, the full radonc ontology class-subclass hierarchy (as of Jan, 2015) is presented in appendix A. Though this dissertation focuses on extraction of subsets from the larger ontology, it is still useful to have a visualization of the whole. Visualizations are intended to organize and display information, relationships, and patterns, and by doing so hopefully help people make choices regarding that information. One way of visualizing an ontology with two orthogonal relations—class hierarchy and dependency relationships—in a way that can be examined all at once is hierarchical edge bundling (HEB) [79]. HEB presents bottom level concepts in a radial display, with dependency paths between concepts as lines. The lines are bundled together according to their location in the hierarchy. The hierarchy itself is not explicitly shown but underlies the paths in a radial tree format (the trunk of the tree being at the center of the circle).

Figure 4.5 shows the result of implementing HEB using the data-driven documents object model [80] on an intermediate version of the radonc ontology (transformed to JSON data format). This visualization shows some of the overarching patterns present in the ontology, in particular the inherited sets of dependency among complications, doses to specific organs, and quality of life (QOL). Additionally, there are highly bundled paths between the set of complications and Plan_Technique as well as PTV_dose_general. Despite much of the dependency layer being built at the bottom layer, these emergent patterns suggest that the the higher level medical template discussed in section 4.4.1 is reasonably produced from the knowledge base. Analysis of this sort was performed viewing the HEB form ontology in a browser (as intended). One of the limitations of the HEB is that it cannot handle multiple inheritance, however, in this case, bundling one dependency path along two different hierarchies doesn’t aid the visualization since retaining the split hierarchy isn’t of critical importance to conveying information about the larger ontology.
Figure 4.5: Visualization of the radonc ontology using hierarchical edge bundling algorithm. Lines represent dependency between concepts, and are bundled together spatially by the classification scheme. Highlighted here are the dependency paths among terms related to Plan_Technique.

4.5 Extracting dependency networks from ontological specifications

4.5.1 Subsetting ontology via concept selection

Auto-generation of Bayes nets from an ontology requires three critical operations: 1) extracting the ontology into a Bayesian form 2) finding all the dependency pathways between
a subset of nodes of interest and 3) modifying the network to remove nodes which are outside the scope of interest.

To accomplish the initial extraction, I employ a sparql query using the rrdf and rhugin libraries available in the R statistical programming language[57, 81] to pull all concept nodes and dependency relationships from the ontology that contain “dependsOn” type relationships. Supplementary to the initial extraction, interpretation is performed on any concepts containing the causalFactorOf relation—transforming them into inverse triples with “dependsOn” relations—to keep the set homogeneous with respect to relational properties. To construct a narrow BN from this larger network, a set of nodes of interest \{X_1, X_2, X_3\} and the extracted ontology is passed to a path finding function which identifies and returns all unique dependency pathways between nodes \(X_i\) and \(X_j\) \((i \neq j)\). This is performed using an exhaustive level order non-binary search method. It is not assumed that a user would know the topology or directionality of dependence (dependency being non-commutative) \textit{a priori}. However, this knowledge is specified in the ontology and so accounted for in the code. Paths are always returned with correct directional dependence.

To construct a narrow BN from this larger network, methods of network pruning based on an adjustable user input selection of individual nodes are devised. First, I develop pathway discovery functionality by applying deductive reasoning along paths of dependent nodes. In a pruning stage, I apply a node removal process which retains the dependency between edge nodes in a layered dependency. Because dependency relations are by definition transitive, all pathway diagrams in the set are commutative. For the d-separated nodes of interest \((A, C)\) in a relationship \(A \rightarrow B \rightarrow C\), given no information about the node \(B\), dependency is retained between \(A\) and \(C\) by way of deductive reasoning. Removal of \(B\) means generation of new dependency relationships between all parents of \(B\) and all children of \(B\), and then deletion of \(B\) from the set along with preceding dependencies in the local network resulting in \(A \rightarrow C\). The task of removing multiple nodes, i.e. removing \((B, C)\) from pathway \(A \rightarrow B \rightarrow C \rightarrow D\) is nothing more than a matter of applying the one parent node pruning method iteratively. As I describe in Chapter 5, I have developed software that implements this approach.
4.5.2 Subsetting the ontology via dependency layer

In a self consistent knowledge base, the pruning principles are applicable in pruning networks based on any selection criteria including the dependency relations outlined in section 4.4. With a stratified dependency layer, a conflict arises as to what the resulting strength of the final dependency arc ought to be when, for example, a set of two arcs \texttt{dependsOn2} and \texttt{dependsOn4} are to be combined. Without resolving this interesting epistemological question in deductive reasoning, a conservative approach is taken whereby the “\texttt{dependsOn}” of weakest evidence level is used. The approach claims that a (logic) chain is only as strong as its weakest link.

Since a variety of object properties, annotations, and other information can be included in an ontology, subsetting and pruning based on these factors can generally also be done in a similar fashion. Finally, I note that the functional design is not domain-unique, that is, these functions are operable on any OWL ontology formalized using the object properties outlined in this dissertation.

4.6 Application to other medical domains

An important way to demonstrate the possible breadth of this methodology is to consider whether it can be applied in other medical spaces outside the radiation oncology domain. We ask, how would one add dependency layer to some other ontological formalism, or use another similar formalism to construct dependency networks? Consider the disease ontology. The disease ontology (DO) is designed to connect disease concepts, genes contributing to disease, symptoms, findings and signs using well defined, standardized resources [15]. Looking closely at a specific disease from the DO, say \texttt{hepatitis B}, a definition can be found which incorporates some unique properties:

\texttt{Hepatitis B:}

\texttt{A viral infectious disease that results_in inflammation located_in liver, has_material_basis_in Hepatitis B virus, which is transmitted_by sexual contact, transmitted_by blood}
transfusions, and transmitted_by fomites like needles or syringes. The infection has symptom fever, has symptom fatigue, has symptom loss of appetite, has symptom nausea, has symptom vomiting, has symptom abdominal pain, has symptom clay-colored bowel movements, has symptom joint pain, and has symptom jaundice.

The kinds of relations used here could be interpreted for possible diagnostic applications. The terms transmitted_by and has_symptom might be considered a “dependsOn” type, as hepatitis B is causal of those particular symptoms. This would constitute a small directed network graph for hepatitis B. A translation of the disease ontology at large would allow a more useful network to be constructed that represents more closely the diagnostic tasks expressed in clinical medicine. That is, one could construct a network of various diagnostic patient factors (symptoms, patient history, recent exposures, etc), and a range of possible causal diseases. Other properties in the disease ontology that might be useful to develop causal networks include results_in, results_inFormation_of, and effects. The disease ontology is not currently in a format where these relations have been translated to description logic object properties, so some preprocessing of disease definitions would need to be performed. Nonetheless, porting the dependency network extraction methods to operate on a version of the disease ontology and aid in creating probabilistic diagnostic models is entirely plausible. I provide a more thorough treatment of this idea in Chapter 6.

4.7 Discussion

The methodologies outlined here are combined with a software user interface tool I built to make the task of developing Bayes nets or other dependency network topologies easier. The software tool is described in the next chapter. Compared to traditional development methods, computational methods of extracting networks reduces the domain expert time required of the process. With this knowledge base format, extracting a Bayes net and it’s associated knowledge source citations can be condensed to the simplified task of selecting relevant
concepts from a larger list. Additionally, the ontological format provides the flexibility to add new object properties and classes at will. This leaves the ontology open to including new potentially useful relations such as time-dependencies, functional (deterministic) relations, or personnel associations describing work-flow processes, to give a few examples.

Despite the fact that the initial goal of this knowledge base is to generate Bayes networks among medical concepts, there is nothing in the ontology itself which specifies probabilistic dependency. Therefore, deductive reasoning operations can be performed on the ontology knowledge itself. But to what end? One thing users can do is use the ontology itself to learn about concept relationships in the domain without having to scour the literature base. It is possible for a user to quickly construct a set of literature and informational sources regarding a topic of interest, say, a review paper on the complications of head and neck radiotherapy. In that sense, the ontology acts as a meta-level knowledge source. The rich semantics in a dependency layered ontology connect domain concepts in a way not found in search engines and thus give it some advantage over those types of resources. As such, a learning tool could be built on top of this ontological knowledge base to aid in training medical residents or clinical researchers.

4.7.1 Continued ontology development

Though there are clear benefits to using an ontological formalism, its use also forces one to consider its technical and/or practical limitations and explore the possible space of solutions. For instance, the sheer volume of literature available currently in addition to the ongoing advances of domain knowledge (i.e. studies which advance the level of understanding of a particular dependency, or which increase/decrease the dependency level) may render manual curation of a domain ontology insufficient—or at the very least a task which must be supported in some meaningful way. In the future, it may be possible to address this by employing natural language processing (NLP) tools to create some kind of supervised agent to extract the appropriate semantics (class and dependency) from domain literature. This is likely to be a challenging task in and of itself (and is currently at the forefront of medical
informatics research).

4.7.2 Algorithmic limitations

When considering alternative state levels from which to construct a network, a few limitations on network subsetting arise. The algorithm in its current form does not allow construction of a network where the data is a level above the bottom state level chosen here. For example, if I desired a Bays node Comorbidity where specific subclasses such as HPV status are my desired network states, not my network nodes. This level of concept selection is not currently supported because that level of generality is not often studied/published. As previously noted in section 4.4.1, existing studies focus on specific variables. However, this is not always the case, and since data can be generated from EHRs, etc. it is possible this could be a useful feature. Future improvements to software tools could include this level of concept extraction, requiring some technical differentiation between user selection of concept A to mean only concept A versus the current all leaf nodes descended from concept A.

4.7.3 Scalability

It is not known what level of scalability can be achieved. As a domain ontology grows with respect to it’s number of dependency connections, so does the pathway algorithm’s search time. At what point does traversing the domain ontology hierarchy becomes unwieldy? Both breath first (used here) and depth first search algorithms scale similarly, thus, solutions beyond the current search-on-demand type might be required. One possible solution to this problem might rely on the latency between ontology updates. If updates to the ontology are not frequent (with respect to user demand frequency), then it might make sense to construct and tabulate all possible network models after a substantive ontology update. The software could then simply select the stored model corresponding to the selection input. Pruning and other changes would then occur on the sub-model with minimized computational time. The overall computation time would obviously be increased, but with most of it being ported to an update cycle instead of it being done on the user’s time.
4.8 Summary

I have described in this chapter the methodologies and technical specifications for developing and extracting dependency networks from ontological specifications. These specifications can be utilized to perform the specified computing tasks outlined in section 1.2, namely, applying deductive reasoning on ontology triples to subset consistent and compatible Bayesian models. While some limitations have been identified, most of them appear to be solvable using technological tweaks without impacting the broader advantages of using an ontology based knowledge hub for storing domain knowledge and dependency semantics. In the next chapter, I describe the software tool that I built which applies these methodologies to perform network extraction from dependency layered ontologies.
Chapter 5

A SOFTWARE TOOL FOR BAYES NET DEVELOPMENT

In this chapter I outline the details of a software tool designed to give users a simple graphical interface for extracting dependency network topologies from dependency layered ontologies (as described in Chapter 4). What is important about this tool and how it is different from other software like Hugin or Netica is that it derives knowledge directly from a dependency layered ontological knowledge base and therefore does not require significant user input towards developing a topological structure. There are many features which this tool does not have, such as the ability to create conditional probability tables or perform any sort of learning algorithms on data. However, topologies created with this tool can be exported and read into other systems such as Hugin for those tasks, making this tool complementary to other software systems for Bayes net development.

5.1 Goals and architecture

I developed a user interface prototype, the “Bayesian Network Domain Explorer” (BNDE), with a few key goals. The first goal is to allow for users to reasonably navigate an ontology class-subclass hierarchy and select concepts of interest. Secondly, the software needs to generate and display the resulting networks and information about those networks, as built from the ontological knowledge base and user selections. Lastly, the software has to provide user controlled network pruning and downloading of resulting network topologies in useful formats for further use. In accordance with these goals, I also seek platform independence, that is, to limit the software’s dependence on operating system, hardware, or other device types.

To meet these goals I use the shiny package for the R statistical programming language.
There are several advantages to using **shiny** for this software. **Shiny** is a web application framework for **R** and can be run on a local server tied to **R** processes [82]. This allows for fairly simple development of web-based user interface tools while retaining access to powerful computational **R** libraries. Web-based also means that many widgets, buttons, layouts, graphical methods, javascript and css stylesheets already available via open source projects such as bootstrap [83] and other web tools can be utilized. Because shiny applications are web-based, they are also fairly platform independent. Shiny applications work on almost all common contemporary web browsers, allowing users to apply their local browser settings, configurations, and schemes independent of the application. Shiny also uses a reactive programming model which effectively performs real-time updating of graphical output (or any other reactive functionality) based on user input.

The essential model of reactivity in **shiny** applications is shown in Figure 5.1. A thorough overview of reactivity is given in RStudio’s article on reactivity [84]. I present a shortened version for context. Client-side inputs are tied to server-side outputs (or any other descendant server-side reactive functions). When the input changes, the descendant functions are invalidated. After all invalidations are finished, the outputs (graphical display, dynamic UI, etc) are flushed and redrawn using the new user inputs. This event scheduling occurs on the order of milliseconds. The shiny server checks for input changes frequently—effectively updating changes with high responsiveness. If an underlying server-side function needs to run for some time, there can be delays in re-drawing the display. Fortunately, there are many available features in the development set to provide client-side user feedback during server-side computing processes.

In order to meet the desired specifications above I employed the **rrdf**, **RHugin**, **shinysky**, **shinyBS**, and **shinyIncubator** packages as well as a set of developer defined functions. The core functionality relies on a few computational tasks:

1. parse description logic ontology
2. search for dependency paths between nodes
Figure 5.1: Shiny reactivity-initial state with input (\texttt{input$obs}) and a valid output (\texttt{output$distPlot}). The output \texttt{distPlot} gets invalidated, flushed, and re-executed upon changes to \texttt{input$obs}

3. prune the network nodes

Description logic ontologies can be read into R as a set of rdf triples, however, they are represented as a Java class. To parse the ontology into a more easily searched matrix of dependency triples, sparql queries of the form below are employed to extract all the terms in the ontology which have dependence on other terms. All terms in the new triple sets (for each type of dependency) are \texttt{SELECTed} and collated to form a 3xN matrix.

\begin{verbatim}
CONSTRUCT {?object2 ro:dependsOn3 ?object1} 
WHERE {?object1 rdfs:subClassOf ?restriction. 
  ?restriction ?restrictionPredicate ?object2.}
\end{verbatim}

From the larger ontology, the software now has a subset of triples to operate on. Here, a level-order non-binary search method (breadth-first search) is used to traverse the set of triples to discover pathways between user defined subset of terms. The minutia of both this method and network pruning operations are outlined with more detail in chapter 4.
Marrying these core operations to the user interface requires assigning a series of reactive elements. A broad overview of the architecture which links UI inputs/outputs between the server, client, and client local filesystem is shown in Figure 5.2. The user interface (UI) is tied to R processes running on the server—gathering inputs and sending back outputs for displays or requests for uploads/downloads. There are ontologies loaded on the server filesystem, but options are available for users to upload their own ontology to the server and access it using the UI running in the client’s local browser.

![Figure 5.2: Dynamic information flow between the server, client, and local filesystem in the BNDE](image)

Because the core functionality of this tool is to perform logical deductive reasoning among dependent terminologies and express their topological connections, it can technically be applied among non-probabilistic variables as well, such as those found in computer programs. Therefore, if the application is given an ontology of its own functional dependencies among variables and reactive elements, it can describe itself! Figure 5.3 is a directed graph network representing all chained dependencies among the various inputs, outputs, and functions used.
in the BNDE to generate a network display. This was generated by uploading a dependency layered ontology representing the BNDE. Concepts are prefixed to indicate their superclass (user interface input/out GUI.in:/GUI.out:, or developer/reactive functions DFN:/RFN:). The RFN:Z function generates the network graph object used by several components of the software including a graph display function (GUI.out:bnPlot) at the bottom which generates the graph display output. A dependency graph of the entire BNDE can be found in Appendix B. At the time of writing, the BNDE ontology is available in the server-side local ontology selection list, that any brave of heart transparency seeking enthusiast might peruse to understand better how the software application works.

5.2 User interface development

Much of the design for the BNDE software was guided by the fact that the author of the software is also a potential future user. The layout of the tool is limited to some extent by screen space in general, regardless of device. The basic design is intended meet the goals of network development, i.e. the information to be displayed is mainly classes, networks, and some widgets for network pruning. However, this leaves little screen real-estate for other planned features. Therefore, this software could not be programmed as a flat-page site. This informed the choice to use a tabbed environment, where additional features could be placed into other tabs. Having a tabbed page also lets users stay on one site while working and not have to reload any pages or refresh any information.

While some parameters can be static, others are functionally tied to network properties in a dynamic way. For example, the displayed node names can be longer than the size of the node circle and become difficult to read. So the node width parameter is set as a function of the length (in characters) of the node name. Css stylesheets are used to maintain legibility of text, as well as minimal, gentle color schemes. Contrast is used to improve understanding of presented information. I found it important to keep required user actions as simple as possible, and provide useful feedback wherever issues arise.
Figure 5.3: Functional dependency graph among variables in the BNDE used to generate network displays

5.3 Software features

The primary use of this software is to semi-automate the construction of dependency networks (Bayesian networks) from a domain ontology knowledge base. The domain ontology specifies
what concepts are dependent on others, so it is not necessary to have a priori knowledge of what they are. When the user selects a set of concepts of interest, the tool will automatically create the network nodes and arcs in a graph object and display the structure of the network, among other things (described in more detail below). This eases the development of Bayesian networks in that the user need not reconstruct a network from scratch for every use case, nor search the literature or interview domain experts to establish an appropriate network structure. The interface is also interactive, thus, changes in concept selection, dependency level, and other parameters result in real-time updating of the graphics and other reactive features.

5.3.1 Ontology selection

In order to use this tool the user must select or upload an ontology. The main sidebar panel has options to do both. Here, a dropdown menu has been provided and a few preloaded ontologies can be selected from. Uploaded ontologies will appear in this selectable list of available ontologies after successful upload. A simple ontology ("testontology.owl") is available for experimenting with software features. These ontologies contain object properties that define the dependencies between classes.

Once an ontology is selected, the software will automatically read the class-subclass hierarchy and recreate it in the main sidebar panel as a folder-tree. It is generated from the ontology at the time of loading by using a recursive function that traverses the ontology’s class-subclass tree to recreate the class hierarchy. This folder tree structure is an instance of (javascript) jstree and is therefore interactive and selectable. Though a few ontologies are available locally, the uploading feature gives users the flexibility to use these tools on any ontology constructed with the dependency layer protocol e.g. object properties of “dependsOn” type.

5.3.2 Network topology
With an ontology loaded and a folder-tree built, a user can select among the various concepts shown in the folder tree. Holding the ‘ctrl’ key selects for multiple concepts. Selection of a concept or category of concepts will add it and any sub-concepts to the checkbox list just to the right of the folder tree. Some ontologies can be too large to view easily in a folder display, so this list is here to keep track of all the things are have selected so far. The checkbox group is also selectable, so network nodes can be removed and added from the graph without re-navigating the folder tree.

If dependencies among the selected concepts exist, then the network graph belonging to this set of concepts will be immediately computed and displayed in this panel. If there are no dependencies among the selected terms, nothing will be graphed or displayed, except an error message (see section 5.3.6). Similarly, if a selected node has no edge connection to any other terms in the set, it will not be displayed or included in the graph structure. If the dependency properties in the ontology have numeric tags specifying the strength of dependency, ("dependsOn3", for example) then some statistical metrics describing the network (nodes and edges) will be computed and displayed above the graph.

The ”Mean Evidence” metric is the mean value of the set of dependency arcs strengths. The ”Evidence” term used comes from a medical context and represents a ranking system used to describe the strength of the results measured in a clinical trial or research study,
though this value could represent some other type of dependency more generally. For an ontology that contains a layered dependency such as this, the ”Dependency Slider” can be changed to exclude nodes below the selected level. If no specific strength is provided by the ontology, all arcs are considered level 1 strength. Networks are updated in real-time as this value is changed. With respect to levels of evidence, one can use this slider to adjust or examine the strength of the overall network. As previously mentioned, because the software is reactive, changes in inputs (ontology choice, selected nodes, dependency slider, etc) will automatically result in re-computation and redrawing of the network display and any other dependent factors on other tab panels.

Because often the concept names used in ontologies are acronyms or jargon, it can be
hard to read the network plot. For this reason, this software make the nodes of a displayed Bayesian network clickable. Clicking on nodes will produce their annotated definitions, NCIT definition, or SNOMED-CT definition, or all three if they exist. The node definition is printed just below the graph. If there are no definitions then a message is printed below to indicate that nothing was found\(^1\).

5.3.3 Network edge list

On the second tab in the tabset, a searchable, sortable, datatable is provided which displays the user constructed network’s edge connections and each edge’s dependency type. A screenshot of this panel is shown in Figure 5.6.

![Figure 5.6: Edge Panel tab](image)

\(^1\)Due to unresolved mismatching between server/client click-identification points, this is an unstable feature and remains in-progress
5.3.4 Download handling

The download panel provides several options for saving user generated networks and obtaining more detailed information from the networks:

- Download a .net file that is compatible with the Hugin Expert\(^2\) software. The Hugin software can accept a topology generated from this tool, and its facilities allow one to populate the conditional probability tables with user provided data or belief values to make a network fully computable.

- Download the citations belonging to the network edges. This feature allows downloading of the entire set of references associated with the network edges in the network

---

\(^2\)Hugin Expert A/S, Aalborg, Denmark
created. Ontologies whose dependencies contain annotations (e.g. references to a journal publication or other set of information which supports the dependency evidence between two concepts) are extractable via this option. In this way, users can obtain the list of references (read: justifications) for the structure of any particular network. As part of the way the algorithm creates networks in this system, some edges/references will appear in this list that might not appear in the network itself. This is because dependency pathways might be logically chained from distant nodes via deductive reasoning methods. In the citation list, the chained dependency is included.

- Download the graphical plot of the user generated network in portable network graphics format.

- Download the current ontology in RDF/XML format. These files can be viewed or edited using the free, open source ontology editor tool Protégé or other similar software.

5.3.5 Exploring dependency paths

The pathway explorer panel includes a feature which allows for examination of the full dependency paths between any two nodes in a network. This exploratory feature may be useful to understand further some of the underlying knowledge within a set of domain concepts. For instance, in the figure below, examining the paths between ”subThingA1” and ”subThingD” reveals a dependency path which includes a concept node from outside the currently selected network, ”subThingC”.

Using this feature is straightforward. Users select one node from each of the dropdown lists (these are populated from the selected network concepts in the main panel) and if there are dependency pathways between these nodes, their graphical representation will be computed and shown in this panel, as well as an edge list below the graph which includes any reference annotations. There is a download button here as well which provides a spreadsheet file of the dependencies and their annotations, for the case that one is interested in exploring
a particular set of dependency paths and their reference sources outside this software.

5.3.6 Error handling

The BNDE software has been tested in a host of modern browsers including Chrome, Iceweasel, Firefox, and Opera. The software also works on mobile browsers, though screen size limits much of what can be performed with this application as it is not optimized for mobile devices. When known errors occur during a network request or other operations, user feedback is given in the form of custom error messages. These errors don’t crash the system, they simply inform the user. The application runs as usual even after encountering these errors. The following is a list of some messages currently output and what they indicate:

**Error messages:**
Error: please select additional concepts to create a network
Explanation: This notice occurs when not enough dependent concepts are selected to generate a network

Error: no paths exist for these concepts
Explanation: This notice occurs when no dependency paths exist between any of the selected concepts, regardless of external constraints

Error: no paths exist for these conditions
Explanation: This notice occurs when dependency paths exist among the selected concepts, but due to constraints put on by the user (for example, the dependency slider setting) all the available nodes are excluded from the network.

Error: no paths exist among these concepts
Explanation: This notice occurs when no dependency paths can be found to exist between the two selected nodes

5.4 Summary

The software application described here is a valuable tool for leveraging dependency layered domain ontologies for building directed graphical networks in a fairly straightforward way. With this application, researchers can take advantage of computational elements to subset ontologies and extract networks and network information. One limitation of this software (in its current beta form) becomes obvious when attempting to select for highly interconnected networks containing many nodes (30+). The path search algorithm is not optimized for performance, and it can take several minutes of waiting for a larger network to be constructed. Given real-time updating, any small change to input parameters of a network restarts the entire construction process. Despite this limitation, it is expected that network development time is still significantly reduced compared to the task of manually researching and justifying dependency among a similarly large set of domain concepts. Additionally, both breath-first
and depth-first search algorithms process on a time proportional to the order of the number of edges plus the number of nodes, which sets a fundamental lower computational bound.
Chapter 6
APPLICATIONS AND NOVEL USE CASES

In this chapter I describe the benefits a domain ontology with dependency semantics can give researchers in several distinct use cases. I provide some examples of what can be accomplished with software tools that compute on ontological knowledge by updating Bayesian network models and performing model merging within the radiation oncology domain. I demonstrate how the ontology-based method can be expanded to other medical domains by applying it to an existing medical ontology (the Disease Ontology) which contains dependency semantics that can be interpreted to imply causality and therefore “depends on” relations.

6.1 Introduction

My approach to the problem of BN development and increase BN model consistency and compatibility is to formalize the domain knowledge into an ontology. Ontologies not only offer a method for standardizing terminologies and concepts, they also offer a method for encoding relationships among those knowledge concepts. By formalizing the domain knowledge, we get the benefits of having well defined, cited terminology for common understanding of domain concepts. With well defined terminology comes ease of building, merging, reuse and updating of existing network models. This is the crux of the hub-spoke system I describe in Chapter 1.

To this end, I constructed a domain ontology for radiation oncology (radonc). Methods of ontology construction and encoding are described with more detail in chapter 4. While the ontology does not describe all of radonc, it is large enough to be able to extract meaningful network topologies for clinical use. Networks which share terms using this centralized knowledge source will agree on both terminology and underlying fundamental topology.
Traditionally, a researcher wanting to build a slightly different or updated Bayes network to compute probabilities on aspects of a particular cancer would have to start from scratch—searching the literature, interviewing domain experts, or possibly using machine learning on data to find a suitable topology. With a domain ontology and software operating on the ontology, researchers can simply look for the terms of interest, examine, merge, explore, and extract centrally sourced and verified knowledge quickly and directly. I show in Figure ?? a representation of the radonc ontology as the knowledge base (’hub’), with various BN models constructed on the spokes.

Figure 6.1: The hub-spoke system represented with the radonc ontology as the hub.
6.2 Time savings in initial BN development

While not measured in any formal way there is an informal argument to be made for impact of the hub-spoke system to reduce initial development time. It stands to reason that if N people independently want to make Bayes nets from the same knowledge base, then total development time is of order N. On the other hand, if only one person puts the found knowledge into the ontology, then N other people can use it via the hub-spoke model and the BNDE software tool\(^1\) and (at most) the initial development time is reduced by a factor of N-1. Put more atomically, each relation in the ontology “A dependsOn B” can be used in more than one Bayes net. Each time that term is used is one less time someone had to search the literature or other knowledge source to discover it.

Recall from Chapter 2, that Bayes net topology only represents the abstract causal relations between concepts—the outer shell of the network. The conditional probability tables (CPTs)—wrought from data obtained from various places e.g. published trials, EHRs, clinical surveys, etc.—constitute the inner workings inside the shell which give the network its computational characteristics. Therefore, it is entirely possible that the same BN topology would be built by more than one individual for use in their particular area because they desire the network to compute probabilities more closely matching their own data sources. In fact, one of the next steps for the error detection model project outlined in Chapter 3 is to populate the same topology with data from another clinical facility and compare performance. The fundamentally reusable nature of BN topology lends itself well to the centralized knowledge source model. It is here that the other network effect (i.e. the exponential growth in the number of possible subnetworks to be built as the number of new relations grows) can be leveraged to expand the scope of modelers options and time savings.

\(^1\)the BNDE software tool is described in Chapter5
6.3 Updating networks with new knowledge

With software tools that operate by accessing an ontological knowledge source, updating Bayesian networks with the state of the art knowledge is a process similar to any other software system which updates via centralized knowledge sources, e.g. spoke and hub models. Where new arcs appear in the updated network, additional knowledge is present between concepts that wasn’t considered before. New concepts can quickly be sought and added if desired.

Using the software tool described in Chapter 5, I built the network using terms corresponding to the prostate model published by Meyer et al. in 2004 with a cutoff on the knowledge base for year 2004 [6]. This model was designed to capture the tradeoffs between quality of life (QOL) and disease control in prostate cancer radiotherapy treatments. Figure 6.2 shows the resulting model topology at the time of the model’s publishing. By adjusting the network pruning to a knowledge cutoff of 2015 (via a simple dropdown menu selection in the UI), the network is instantly rebuilt using the full knowledge base up to the year 2015. The updated model is shown in Figure 6.3. Compared to the previous model, this new model contains additional arcs, indicating some new dependencies have been added to the knowledge base in the decade or so between their construction.
Figure 6.2: Prostate utility network, Meyer et al. 2004

Figure 6.3: Prostate utility network, updated Jan, 2015
Table 6.1: Extracted list of citations (right) for additional arcs (left) found in the updated prostate BN.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>subject</th>
<th>predicate</th>
<th>object</th>
<th>knowledge citation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pelvic_nodal_inv</td>
<td>dependsOn2</td>
<td>T_Stage</td>
<td>Makarov, DV et al. Urology 69.6 (2007):1095-1101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pelvic_Nodal_Control</td>
<td>dependsOn2</td>
<td>Pelvic_nodal_inv</td>
<td>Makarov, DV et al. Urology 69.6 (2007):1095-1101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distant_metastasis</td>
<td>dependsOn2</td>
<td>Pelvic_Nodal_Control</td>
<td>Makarov, DV et al. Urology 69.6 (2007):1095-1101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disease_Free_Survival</td>
<td>dependsOn1</td>
<td>Distant_metastasis</td>
<td>axiom</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Exploring one of the new arcs, (between “T-stage” and “Disease_Free_Survival”) using software features uncovers exactly what new knowledge was added to the domain. There are several resulting knowledge pathways, one of which is shown in Table 6.3. The extracted citation in the table shows a study published in 2007 which enumerated several predictors of distant metastasis based on pelvic nodal involvement, pelvic nodal control, and T-stage. The bottom dependency link is an axiom\(^2\) added to the ontology which required no citation, since disease free survival is defined in part by the presence of distant metastasis. The full set of pathways between “T-stage” and “Disease_Free_Survival” can be displayed graphically. In Figure 6.4, all the paths found in the ontology are shown in a directed acyclic graph. The nodes shaded in green are concepts not present in the initial set of concepts selected by the user to build the network, but are still present in the knowledge base.

To a model builder, having this knowledge available opens up some options. One choice would be to include some or all of these new concepts to add richness to the model’s description of a system and possibly improve it’s accuracy. Though a modeler may not possess

\(^2\)We use 'axiom' in annotations to indicate domain assumptions as opposed to its subsumption usage in OWL
6.4 Merging network models

A dependency layered domain ontology that standardizes terminology also gives modelers the flexibility to perform network construction tasks that were previously very challenging. Continuing with the prostate model example; instead of only adding in the missing in-between nodes found in the pathway search, one could choose to add a set of terms from the data to populate CPTs for a larger network nor introduce the added complexity, my methodology and software demonstrates the ease at which new information can be brought to a user’s attention and makes topology choices more readily available.
another published model—in effect—merging the two models to form an updated, more comprehensive model. This task is easily demonstrated because there have been other Bayes net models published about prostate cancer radiotherapy. Smith et al. have produced a model to compute the probability of distant metastasis, given some information about the radiation treatment plan, pelvic nodal involvement, and other prognostic factors including many of the same factors from the 2004 prostate Bayes net [7]. The cross-terms in each model provide a connection point (or points) for model merging. Combining these models (using the 2015 knowledge base) results in the larger, more highly interconnected network seen in Figure 6.5.

![Prostate utility network Smith et al. 2009 combined with Meyer et al. 2004 prostate network, updated Jan, 2015](image)

This new model more closely represents the complex interplay between the clinical complications caused by treatment choices (radiation dose to pelvic nodes) and disease free sur-
vival, whereas in the 2004 model these were topologically independent factors. The additional arcs in this combined model between “Equivalent_Uniform_Dose”, “Dose_Pelvic_Nodes” and “QOL” can be explored in the same manner as in the previous example. Found within those arcs are seven (7) specific subclasses of bladder and rectal complications. Specific complications like these could be added to the model if that level of granularity were so desired, again, at the expense of complexity.

6.5 Diagnostic networks from the Disease Ontology (DO)

One of the more important aspects of this thesis is to demonstrate the utility of an ontology-based network development methodology beyond one specialized domain. The core claim is that leveraging dependency type semantics in description logics to construct Bayes networks is broadly applicable. In this example, I show how the methods can be applied to an existing medical ontology (the Disease Ontology) to construct networks for diagnostic purposes. Here, the Disease Ontology acts as the 'hub', in the hub-spoke system.

The Disease Ontology (DO) is a knowledge base of human diseases which semantically integrates disease and medical vocabularies via mapping to other standardized medical terminology such as MeSH, ICD, NCI’s thesaurus, SNOMED CT and OMIM [15]. Though the DO is available in OWL, it is not in a full description logic (DL) form. Within the annotated definitions for each disease, however, there are relations used to describe various components of the disease. In the DO, the four relations, has_symptom, results_in, caused_by, and transmitted_by are of particular interest in that they relate symptoms, environmental factors, and diseases in causal way. These relations are defined in the ontology as object properties. Unfortunately, they are not used to make any logic expressions. If the relations were used in a DL form, then they could be easily translated in external software and used to build networks. As part of this example case, I convert the disease ontology into description logic format using the following steps:

1. parse disease definitions by relation type to capture relation terms
2. declare new class for each relation type
3. declare new subclasses of relation terms under its corresponding relation type
4. declare logic expressions for each disease from relations and new subclasses

Once converted to DL format, I upload the disease ontology into the Bayesian Network Domain Explorer to create networks from diseases, symptoms, causes, and transmissions.

6.5.1 Adding description logic to the disease ontology

Since the relations are fairly well defined, a special purpose parser was written to extract portions of each definition that follow the predefined relations. Using SPARQL queries to pull each disease’s definition and string operations on the definition paragraphs, individual terms and relations can be isolated. Take for example, the term for chickenpox. Its definition is shown below:

**Definition:**
“A viral infectious disease that results in infection located in skin, has material basis in Human herpesvirus 3, which is transmitted by direct contact with secretions from the rash, or transmitted by droplet spread of respiratory secretions. The infection has symptom anorexia, has symptom myalgia, has symptom nausea, has symptom fever, has symptom headache, has symptom sore throat, and has symptom blisters.”

From this definition, the parser extracts triples of the form:

chickenpox `results_in` infection located in skin
chickenpox `transmitted_by` direct contact with secretions from the rash
chickenpox `has_symptom` anorexia
chickenpox `has_symptom` myalgia
chickenpox `has_symptom` nausea
In DL formalism, all the terms on the right-hand-side of this list need to become classes. Therefore, a set of new classes is defined back into the ontology: `Symptom`, `Transmission`, `Result`, and `Cause`. Under each of these classes, the newly parsed terms above can be added into the ontology as subclasses. The code (using the R language) for this processes is shown in Figure 6.6.

```r
# create XML string with new class label and DOID

symp<-c("<owl:Class",
paste("rdf:about="","http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/DOID_1s"," ",">",sep=""),
"<rdfs:label",
paste("rdf:datatype="","http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"," ",">",sep=""),
">Symptom</rdfs:label>" , sep=""),
"</owl:Class>"

# add new class into the ontology

DO<-append(DO, symp, after=grep("</rdf:RDF>", DO)-1)
```

Figure 6.6: R code for adding classes into the Disease Ontology.

chickenpox has_symptom fever
chickenpox has_symptom headache
chickenpox has_symptom sore throat
chickenpox has_symptom blisters
New description logic statements are added into the ontology in much the same manner that new classes for relation terms are added. From a list of diseases and associated relation terms, strings are constructed to declare each term using corresponding object properties. The disease term is searched for in the ontology and the new logic statements are added to the file. Technically, in order to make the statement “chickenpox has_symptom fever”, chickenpox is required to have appropriate XML syntax and the declarations “subClassOf” “Restriction” “onProperty” “someValuesFrom” applied to the resource fever, as shown in Figure 6.7.

6.5.2 Extracting a diagnostic network

With a DL version of the disease ontology, queries can now be run against the object properties and translated into appropriate dependency types with directionality of dependence assumed from the terminological meaning of the relations. For some generic classes $A$ and $B$, the statement “$A$ has_symptom $B$” becomes “$B$ dependsOn $A$”, “$A$ caused_by $B$” becomes “$A$ dependsOn $B$”, “$A$ transmitted_by $B$” becomes “$A$ dependsOn $B$”, and “$A$ results_in $B$” becomes “$B$ dependsOn $A$”. This translation is accomplished using queries of the form below:

\[
\text{CONSTRUCT} \{ ?\text{object2} \text{ ro:dependsOn4 } ?\text{object1} \} \\
\text{WHERE} \{ ?\text{object1} \text{ rdfs:subClassOf } ?\text{restriction}. \\
?\text{restriction} \text{ owl:onProperty} \text{ obo:has_symptom}. \\
?\text{restriction} \text{ owl:someValuesFrom } ?\text{object2}. \\
?\text{restriction} \text{ ?\text{restrictionPredicate} } ?\text{object2}. \}
\]

The disease ontology is fairly large (over 185,000 triples before the addition of four new class sets), so in order to keep the computational time minimal, diseases without any description logic relationships were removed, resulting in 37,875 triples. This abridged version of the DO in DL was read into the Bayes net development software, and classes were selected using
# starting with 2 x N matrix of disease-id’s and associated symptoms

# 1. find location of each disease class in the DO and make unique DOID

classPos <- grep(sympList[i,2], DO)
genDOID <- paste("DOID_", which(sympClass==sympList[i,1]),"s", sep="")

# 2. declare semantic statement

newDL <- c("<rdfs:subClassOf>",
"<owl:Restriction>",
"<owl:onProperty",
paste("rdf:resource=",
"\","http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/", DO, genDOID, \\"","/>",
sep=""),
"<owl:someValuesFrom",
paste("rdf:resource=",
"\","http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/doid#has_symptom","\\","/>",
sep=""),
"</owl:Restriction>",
"</rdfs:subClassOf>"
)

# 3. add statement to the ontology

DO <- append(DO, newDL, after=classPos)

Figure 6.7: R code for declaring new dependency relations between classes in the Disease Ontology
Given the size of the ontology, the possible choices of network to create are nearly endless. For a diagnostic network, it is expected that the choice of network topology would be informed by a particular set of symptoms, exposure factors, and a range of diseases. Figure 6.8 shows an example diagnostic network containing a set of fairly common symptoms, some diseases that can cause those symptoms, and transmission types for some of the diseases.

Initial inspection of this network, although it is much simplified from real world diagnostic practices, shows that the dependency directionality and ontological concepts agree with a common understanding of symptoms, diseases, and causes. What stands out in this topology are the arcs from “contact_with_body_fluids_of_an_infected_person” to “pain”, “sore throat”, and “nausea”. This arc bypasses the listed diseases, which indicates that there is an additional pathway between that exposure parameter and resulting symptoms. Unlike
the radonc ontology\textsuperscript{3}, the structure of the DO has fewer levels. That is, we can say that exposures like body fluid contact don’t cause symptoms directly, and so most likely there is another disease that has not been selected for (and was therefore pruned out of the final network). In terms of modifying the network for more effective diagnostic tasks, this suggests that additional diseases might be considered.

### 6.6 Challenges and insights of the DO as a knowledge hub

Even with nearly 38,000 declared triples, some of the descriptions appear incomplete. For the example in Figure 6.8, one would expect to see “contact\_with\_body\_fluids\_of\_an\_infected\_person” to be related to “hepatitis\_B”, perhaps from a transmitted\_by relation (and hence an arc). This relation is not present in the ontology, though it is a well known fact in the medical community. Thus, the methodology not only allows us to just build diagnostic networks—we also gain a unique way of visually finding weaknesses and missing links in the DO.

A more thorough inspection comparing the DL version of the DO with the original DO reveals that there are some symptoms which do not appear to have been correctly identified or declared in a correct dependency, suggesting a few bugs in the implementation. Future endeavors into creating a description logic transformation of the disease ontology should note to take a careful look at using methods to verify parsed results and reinsertion of classes.

One challenge to navigating the DO class lists using my software is that there is no defined structure to the new class sets. This is an expected result, as there was no such code written for including additional class structure to the ontology beyond the four overarching relation superclasses. Despite this fact, there are few surprising exception cases. As it happens, a few Symptom and Result terms had previously been defined in the ontology as diseases, for example, “arthritis”. By simply declaring “arthritis” as a subclass of Symptom without knowledge of it being a subclass of Disease, it becomes interpreted a subclass of both, and acquires some hierarchical structure through multiple inheritance.

\textsuperscript{3}see chapter 4, section 4.4
Though the size of the ontology makes the BNDE software somewhat impractical to use, it does provide for a proof of concept that the functionality works in more general domains which contain dependency semantics. The functionality could be put to use more efficiently on the back-end of an efficient logic system to create diagnostic networks for some kind of decision aid, given a more comprehensive (or more narrowly scoped) disease ontology.

6.7 Summary

In this chapter I have demonstrated how a user of my software tool can quickly and easily create, update, and/or merge Bayesian network models from dependency layered description logic ontologies in two different medical domains. In addition, I have shown that there is potential time savings for network modelers using the software which grows with the number of users (N). The examples described here do two things: 1) they validate the functionality of the software tool, i.e. it’s ability to subset based on multiple aspects of the knowledge base (terminological selection and year cutoff), and, more importantly, 2) give proof of concept that the central repository model and its associated extraction methods meet the initial goals set forth by this research proposal, namely, to provide the means to create consistent and compatible probabilistic topological models with real-world foundational knowledge.
Chapter 7

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this chapter I address the broader process of automating domain knowledge into decision support systems, how my research fits into that process, and some solutions to the challenges in automating those parts of the process which are not covered in this dissertation. I give an overview of possible extensions of the radiation oncology domain ontology and what those extensions mean. Finally, I outline development directions for other clinical use cases and potential software features.

7.1 A larger framework of automation

As discussed in Chapter 1, my research involves a process of knowledge capture and translation. Though only a few stages of translation process are automated by my work, they solve an important core part of the larger challenge of automating and integrating probabilistic knowledge and reasoning into clinical systems. There are several areas of the process which can still benefit from further automation, and many other interesting research topics and questions arise.

7.1.1 Semi-automated ontology building

As mentioned in section 4.7.1 the process of manual ontology building is a task requiring specialized knowledge and domain expertise. The radonc ontology developed in my research, while fairly comprehensive at the top level, is still incomplete. In fact, the ongoing curation of a domain ontology is technically never complete, as domain knowledge is constantly entering the public sphere. To reproduce my method of ontology construction in domains where terminology is extensive could be too time consuming to be effective. An alterna-
tive method for ontology construction might employ natural language processing (NLP) to discover and translate relationships between variables into an ontological formalism. This semi-automation would replace the manual translation step as shown in Figure 7.1.

![Diagram](image)

Figure 7.1: Replacing the manual translation step in the knowledge base building process with natural language processing (NLP) methods could greatly increase the portability of an automated network building process to other domains.

One of the challenges posed in this problem is the lack of common semantics and language structure used among scientific literature. For example, we examine a portion of the Conclusions section of an abstract in a recent paper published by E.C. Osmundson et al. [85]:

\[ V_{BED10}^{72}, V_{BED10}^{66}, \text{ and } D_{mean_{BED10}} \text{ to cHBT are associated with HB toxicity.} \]

This language would need to be translated and reduced to a dependency triple (or set of triples, since there are three nouns relating to one term), and the associated classes assigned in the hierarchy. For this example, a system would need to decide what \( V_{BED10}^{72} \) is. The abstract further states: “...doses were converted to biologically effective doses (BED) by using the standard linear quadratic model \( \alpha/\beta = 10 \) (BED10)”. An NLP parser needs to know (or be told) the difference between a DVH (VN) versus a radiobiological parameter (BED). Also, a determination needs to be made about what “toxicity” amounts to, possibly requiring parsing of other portions of the abstract, e.g. “To identify dosimetric predictors of
hepatobiliary (HB) toxicity associated with stereotactic body radiation therapy (SBRT) for liver tumors.”. This abstract parsed and translated would hopefully result in the triples of the form, “HB toxicity \textbf{dependsOn} V72”. Training an NLP system to capture all the various ways medical knowledge is encoded into published literature is clearly non-trivial. However, a successful application of NLP to building domain ontologies would be of tremendous benefit for dependency layered ontology construction.

7.1.2 \textit{Automated queries for conditional probability tables}

Electronic medical data repositories have become a very large, uncontrolled set of rich information. One way of leveraging this information retrospectively is with probabilistic networks. Networks of joint probability distributions capture the convolution of influence among many parameters without having to keep any of them constant across a cohort. In fact, a probabilistic network can be more information rich if homogeneity does \textit{not} occur in the cohort. Given this, BNs are an attractive way of generating predictions from these growing uncontrolled information sets. However, the connection between network influence directions and the data which populates each network table is rarely established. Using the ontological model for extracting causal links alleviates the directionality problem in the topology, but in order to populate the topology with the data, a file needs to be associated with each node and it’s terminology.

For small networks, manually writing SQL queries to generate flat data files for machine learning CPTs can be a reasonable task to connect network diagrams with the data appropriate to each network node, as was the case in Chapter 3, but it is a task which necessitates trained staff who understand database (DB) queries, the database schema, and how the schema maps to real-world terminology (for every query!). Moving forward, it would be more practical to engage the DB with an appropriate mapping to ontological terminologies, such that for every network generated from the ontology, a mapping exists which can be employed to query the DB for populating the CPT’s. Figure 7.2 shows the part of the knowledge translation process representing a mapping of ontological terminologies to data
Figure 7.2: Framework for leveraging disparate data sources by mapping their schemas to the ontology for easier queries.

The current implementation of a Mosaiq clinical information system (CIS) in radiation oncology uses a DB schema over 900 pages including thousands of terms. These terms have no standardized mapping to any other set of known terminology. A mapping could also inform the process of mosaiq RDB construction in future versions of the CIS as well as being hugely beneficial to the network development process, and making the radonc ontology a practical knowledge source to the many other clinics using Mosaiq. Mapping an ontology to one DB schema only solves the CPT problem for that unique DB. Leveraging other sources of knowledge and information from disparate systems (a more common way of storing patient data than not) requires a systematic mapping of each DB. In the UWMC system, the local mosaiq DB mostly stores information about patient’s linac based radiotherapy. The Harborview Gamma Knife (GK) center operates a different kind of radiation delivery but maintains a separate data repository. Similarly, the UW EHR contains yet another separate
patient database. Future work in the direction of automating CPT construction should consider a host of mappings to these repositories and technologies. The mappings would allow for cross-source queries of data in order to build CPT’s for more thorough probabilistic models that aid decisions, lower costs, or improve patient care.

7.1.3 CPT’s from big data

One of the problems populating CPTs from large data sources is the fact that table size grows like \( \prod N_i \) where \( N \) is the number of states in the ith connected node. The computational requirements needed to process the number of states often found in medical data (sometimes hundreds to thousands of states per node) makes machine learning CPTs unachievable with desktop computing systems (as they exist at the time of writing). Any future effort to automate CPT construction processes by extracting and learning experience tables from mapped datasets needs to address the big-data nature of this problem.

Many of the methods for machine learning CPTs employ the expectation maximization (EM) algorithm. There are some approaches to parallel computing the EM algorithm in distributed ways which could be applied to BN learning to make it more tractable [86, 87]. Since the network topology is fixed and known, we might be better served by using tree structured learning [88]. In this method, each CPT is learned by separately from the larger network based only on it’s conditional dependence relationships (e.g. parent nodes). A similar method which could provide more accurate probability distributions involves breaking a larger network into sets of subnetworks based on the Markov blanket corresponding to each node. The CPT for that node is computed and the tables recombined to reproduce the larger network with full CPTs. Given the BNDE software described in Chapters 4 and 5, which prunes networks into smaller models, this latter method (using Markov blankets) seems quite promising.
Figure 7.3: Integration of decision models into clinical workflows can occur by embedding them into the front-end of locally used clinical systems.

7.1.4 Integration into clinical workflow

One of the remaining potentials of this research is integration of probabilistic clinical decision support models into everyday clinical workflows. Consider the error detection network, for example. The format of the error detection model presented in Chapter 3 is not a practical decision aid for medical physicists use in checking radiotherapy charts on a daily basis. This is largely because instantiating evidence and propagating information changes would require searching for and collecting certain patient data from the mosaiq user interface, individually entering data manually into a separate software system, computing results and comparing each result with a tolerance threshold for error. Few clinical physicists know how to run R much less have the time it takes to perform this task on every chart. Thus, to make these decision models more clinically impactful, some measure of tool building needs to be performed. Specifications for such a tool include patient selection, automated extraction of
relevant clinical data from that patient chart, error detection analysis, and display of metrics and results in a clear and simple format. Specification for other network models will be dictated by the varying details of their use cases and how they fit into a particular workflow.

7.2 Expansion of ontological scope

Beyond adding to the set of concepts and “dependsOn” relations in the ontology, some consideration should be given to other types of useful object properties and annotations. Some of this is discussed in section 4.7. There has been some research describing methods of combining probabilistic and deterministic components into one Bayes net [89]. It is possible that one would desire a network with components that are explicitly functionally dependent as well as probabilistically dependent. To create that network, we could still use the “dependsOn” ontological properties describing the relationship, but would need specific annotations describing the exact functional relationship (i.e. \( y = x^2 + 1 \)), and the software would have to be changed to incorporate the new functions into the network object.

Another consideration would be to include a set of relations describing a workflow and/or personnel layer. Given this layer, one could extract, design, analyze and develop workflow models regarding diagnostic, planning, QA, and/or treatment processes. Integrating workflow models from the ontology into incident reporting systems could help clinicians and administrators better understand what components of a clinical process are related to medical incidents and incident types. Error detection networks could flag errors in certain planning parameters which correspond to process steps in the workflow and clinical personnel classes responsible for those processes. This extra layer of knowledge in the ontology could then lead to opportunities for process or personnel improvement as opposed to just detecting errors.

As briefly mentioned in the Chapter 1, the dependency layer actually sets a groundwork protocol for establishing dependency across medical domains. What does this mean? It means that ontologies can be connected via dependency semantics, providing the terminology is reasonably consistent between them. This allows cross-domain networks to be constructed. No medical domain stands completely in isolation. Relations between radiation oncology
concepts could have implications to other medical care choices. Late complications from radiation therapy, for example, are often treated by a patient’s primary care physician and not the radonc practitioners. In that sense, complications in the radonc ontology would constitute a subclass of clinical findings in another ontology, along with a host of associated treatment options and other concepts in that domain. Connecting ontologies in this way would allow for construction of more comprehensive, multi-domain models.

It is possible that inconsistent ontological class-subclass relations would pose issues with respect to things like inheritance of causal object properties, and these minutia would need to be considered in any effort to expand the dependency layer from one ontology to another. Of course, one solution would be to perform ontology merging before hand, however, this comes at the cost of increasing the search space. In this sense, decentralized but consistent ontologies would be preferred.

7.3 Further development of clinically relevant networks

7.3.1 Advanced error detection in radiotherapy

With the error detection networks described in Chapter 3, I showed beneficial results over existing paradigms with network models. The data used in the project were entered into the medical record system during the normal course of treatment, meaning exactly zero additional time was required by domain experts other than extraction of the data tables from a relational model to a flat file—a task reasonably accomplished with well known SQL type queries. In radiation oncology, only three vendors account for 90% of the radiation oncology clinical database software, leaving significant room for portability of this technology in the selected domain. With automated CPT creation methods, clinics can instantiate networks with their own data representing the distributions within their local practice.

Natural next steps to further developing error detection networks involve 1) creating advanced topology with additional variables, and 2) verifying the portability of the decision model to other institutions by collaborating and applying the ML methods on different data.
The choice of new variables can be informed by comparing the current network concepts to a set of polled data gleaned from medical physicist questionnaires.

### Other clinical Bayes net use cases

Beyond error detection, there are other questions of clinical interest in the radiation oncology domain. Given the financial cost and complication rate differences between photon and proton radiotherapy, a cost-benefit analysis for competing modalities is a Bayes network which can answer the question: “which treatment modality gives the best outcome (quality of life) for the lowest price?”. Similarly, a administrative or financial stakeholder could use this same cost-benefit network to ask the inverse question and get answers regarding price points, e.g. for a fixed outcome, “what would therapy X’s price have to be in order to be cost-competitive to therapy Y?”. Generally speaking, sensitivity analysis on the network would be applicable in answering these questions.

Of equal importance is a decision model to answer the “next test” question. That is, given a set of tests, what test should be ordered next to give the most information to put towards a clinician’s next treatment decision. In oncology, a physician might have to decide between biopsy, blood test, imaging, or no test, with each test have different levels of invasiveness, cost, and giving different amounts and types of information related to the tumor not known a priori. With sets of prior distributions in a BN, the physician could weigh these many possibilities in an empirical way before making a decision.

### Advanced software developments

One of the limitations of the BNDE software for network development is that it could become challenging for users to navigate the ontology class-subclass structure manually. This is related to the size of the ontology, which is only expected to grow. For less technically savvy users (or even users who might understand what a BN is and what it can tell us but aren’t versed in building them), the process of building a BN from any set of concepts at all might be daunting. A set of meta-level BN models could make the BNDE more approachable to
these users.

As I stated in section 4.4.1 regarding the top-level of the ontology: “outcomes depend on treatment, treatments depend on diagnosis, diagnosis depend on symptoms...”. This statement implies that a higher level network model—a template—could be coded into the software to build complicated networks from very simple requirements. Template models could be accessed by a simple two parameter function displayed as dropdown menu items in the UI. For the radiation oncology domain, the template could be presented as two simple parameters site and goal, where the site is a general anatomic location e.g. “lung” and the goal is the class of question to be answered by the network (the template) such as “cost-effectiveness”, “error detection”, “ or “quality of life”. The software can then extract the set of concepts corresponding to the selected site and which have some superclass belonging to the template model. The current software already automatically builds BN topology from selected concepts, thus, additional browsing of the ontology would not be necessary.

I also believe adding some form of ontological model repository would be useful. This would allow researchers to save their models, merge or connect them to other available models. It is not clear if adding models to the existing working ontology (as a set of repeated classes) would bloat the ontology size and/or impact the search time. It should be investigated whether or not the added utility of a model repository is outweighed by technical constraints.

7.5 Concluding thoughts

In this dissertation, I addressed the challenges of manually building Bayes networks by automating parts of the process and establishing a consistent ontology knowledge base for future use in radiation oncology. In the process of carrying out this research, I learned that although the primary motivation of this work was to ease Bayes net development, the ontological approach that I investigated to achieve that task actually has quite a bit more potential. By formalizing relations between concepts in a domain, we get to ask “what does dependency/causality mean?” In the context of this dissertation, it mostly means
“conditionally dependent” in statistical terms. However, it could mean (as discussed above) deterministically dependent in terms of some well defined continuous mathematical function. In other forms, it could mean something discontinuous, or perhaps even rule-based, e.g. for some dependent concepts $A$ and $B$: if $\text{state}(A) = a_i$, then $\text{state}(B) = b_j$, and so on. Bayes nets are most useful in domains where uncertainty is relatively high. Other domains might find rules or determinism more valuable. The implication of this broad scope of potential is the ability to reuse the knowledge base for a variety of applications.

In the end, my research represents an important proof-of-concept, but the real value of this work lies in operating on more comprehensive representations of the radonc domain, the disease ontology, and other currently unrepresented domains. Thus, the long term impact of this work depends on the continued development of the approach and the tools that operate on top of the knowledge base to perform useful reasoning.
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Appendix A

RADIATION ONCOLOGY ONTOLOGY FULL CLASS STRUCTURE
Figure A.1: Class-subclass hierarchy of the ontology for radiation oncology (version: Jan 2015)
Appendix B

BNDE FUNCTIONAL DEPENDENCY STRUCTURE

Figure B.1: Dependency graph for the Bayesian Network Domain Explorer (BNDE) web-application. Represented here are GUI inputs and outputs, download functions, developer-defined functions, and reactive elements.
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